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Fabulous

Sandwiches

“Chunky peanut butter,
blueberry jam and sliced
banana in raisin bread!”
— Joey Prats, columnist

“Brioche or sourdough
with farmer’s ham,
marmalade, with assorted
greens, arugula and cherry
tomatoes with vinaigrette
on the side.”
— Angelique Castro, 

stylist

The Ultimate
Grilled Bacon-
Cheese Sandwich
Serves 1

2 slices white bread

(like Pullman-style loaf),

crusts on, sliced not more

than 1/2 inch thick

1 tablespoon full-

fat mayonnaise

2 tablespoons unsalted 

butter, softened

2 slices bacon,

fried to a crisp

1/3 cup grated cheddar (or

any melting cheese, such

as gruyère or raclette)

1. Heat a heavy

pan or griddle over

medium low heat.

2. On one side of the

bread, spread a thin layer

of mayonnaise. Do this

for both bread slices.

3. On the other side of

the bread, spread a thin

layer of butter. Also do

this for both bread slices.

4. Place the bread,

mayonnaise side down,

in the pan. Distribute the

cheese evenly on top of

the buttered slices.

5. On one bread slice,

nestle the bacon strips

on top of the cheese.

6. When the cheese is

halfway melted, put on

bread slice on top of the

other, then press lightly to

melt. Flip the sandwich, 

and press again.

7.

sandwich, pressing gently, 

until the sandwich is

compact, both sides

are crusty, and the

cheese is melted. 

“Soft Dari Creme in freshly
baked pandesal makes me
remember my childhood.”
— Mariel Abanes,

editorial assistant

“In the dead of the night,
when the whole house is
sleeping, I creep down
to the kitchen, and make
this sandwich for myself.
The richness of butter, the
decadence of the melted
cheese pairs perfectly with
basil tomato soup too.”
— Ginny Mata, Associate 

Editor

With our busy schedules, sometimes there’s no time for full meals—these 
sandwiches are a godsend. Here are a few of our favorites:
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contributors

Justin
Alexandra
Convento has
a deep love
for food and
wine. She is
an associate
editor for
Metro Society
magazine
where she has the pleasure of
getting acquainted with the
most interesting individuals in
Philippine society. For this issue,
she writes a review of the South of
France-inspired café and bakery, 
Croque, on page 47.

Editor-in-Chief

S t a r t e r

Like us on facebook.com/FOODMagazine

Follow us on Instagram: @FOODMagazine

Chef Rushel
Calderon is the
owner of The
Sweet Spot Bak-
ery and Café in
Maginhawa Street,
Quezon City. A
CrossFit enthu-
siast, she also
worked as a Chef
Instructor for Baking at Global Acad-
emy. A true baker, she loves cheese,
ice cream and chocolate, and she can’t
survive without coffee. She concocted 
the ensaymada recipes on page 51.

Nini Falcon
is an interior
designer with a
strong interest in
arts and crafts.
Nini started as
an event stylist
and eventually
ventured into
production design
and prop styling for print. She now has
a room solely dedicated to the props and
furniture she has accumulated over the
years. She created the casual setting for
our sandwich party featured on page 76.
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E
very start of the year, I like to slow down the pace a bit, and get my
bearings after the rush of the holidays. That’s why bread is a theme
we always go back to this time of the year. Bread baking forces us to
take a pause as we wait for our dough to rise, and to ask ourselves
what drives us to go through the effort of making bread with our

own two hands, even if we don’t really have to.
The answer may lie somewhere between nostalgia (memories of

baking with mom) and pleasure, the sheer joy of using our hands to
create. For sure, that’s what drives the accomplished bakers we feature
in this issue. Chef Vicki Villanueva gets creative with her original bread
recipes infused with Asian flavors like kimchi, black sesame and even
arroz caldo. We also profile three ensaymada masters who are inspired by
a similar childhood nostalgia as they perfect their products to be among
the best in town. Ensaymada, by the way, is my favorite Filipino bread of
all time. I love ensaymada in all its forms—cake-like or bready, light or
dense, sweet or cheesy—but always buttery. Similarly, it’s a love borne
out of my memories of the ensaymada we used to bake at home with my 
mom.

Nostalgia also infuses much of the work of our newest FOOD
columnist, Chef Myke “Tatung” Sarthou. He has made his name exploring heritage
dishes of yesteryear and championing Philippine regional cuisines. We’re honored
to have him join the FOOD family with his new column “Homegrown.”

As we shift to a lower gear in this issue, we also explore all things Japanese,
from restaurants to recipes to travel. What strikes me is the way the Japanese
approach food, not always as a boisterous, social affair, but rather as a more
meditative pursuit that gently prods us to look inward as we experience an
exquisitely prepared kaiseiki meal or an elaborate tea ceremony.

As you flip through the pages of this issue, my advice is to take your time to
enjoy the features, reminisce about cooking at home as a child, and perhaps think
about creating a new set of memories—hopefully using any of our 50+ kitchen-
tested recipes—with your family and friends.

Take it Slow and Easy

FOOD Tastings is Back!
This year’s first leg will be all

about bread—how to bake your
own and use it in sandwiches,

mains and even desserts. Learn
new recipes and tips through

cooking demos conducted by the
experts! Visit FOOD Magazine on 

Facebook for event details.
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Breads 
and

Japan

26
Baking Bread with Joy

Soft, creamy breads made 
from scratch

By Anne Marie Ozaeta

42
Homegrown Ensaymada

Of bread, butter, cheese and
memories of baking with 

mom
By Ginny Mata

50
Everyday Dinners

Japanese home cooking
taught by an expert

By Anne Marie Ozaeta
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new Tagaytay resto
By Ginny Mata

57 Cook it 5 Ways
Choosing seafood the 
sustainable way
By Troy Barrios

MENU
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WE’RE SORRY!
Serye Cafe Filipino and Manila Bake were
featured in “Our Culinary Heritage on a Plate”
(Issue 4, 2015). Here’s their correct contact
numbers:
SERYE CAFE FILIPINO

Quezon Circle branch (02) 426-2693
Sucat branch (02) 825-4691
MANILABAKE

For orders, (0998) 271-8109
Tommy’s Coffee, 8483 Kalayaan Avenue, Brgy.
Poblacion, Makati City, (0917) 528-9016
Tommy’s Coffee, Tesoros Bldg., 618 Arnaiz
Avenue, Makati City, (02) 887-5841
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RECIPE BOX

41 Penne with
longanisa,
mushrooms, arugula

63Potato salad
78 Sotanghon with tofu

and sambal
56 Sushi rice
83Vegetable tempura

Desserts
86 Brazo de Mercedes
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28 Honey milk toast
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17 Mom’s bread pudding

with vanilla custard
sauce
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drink
49Belgian hot chocolate
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31 Arroz caldo bombs
49 Basic ensaymada
30 Black sesame rolls
32 Hokkaido milk bread
33 Kimchi bread
19 Pork rolls
49 Ube ensaymada

Sandwiches
65 BGAAT (bacon, goat

cheese, avocado,  
arugula, tomato)

29 Bulgogi burger
69 Classic corned beef

Reuben
68 Hawaiian bun ham

sliders
47 Pan-toasted Felicia’s

ensaymada with
muscovado glazed ham

59 Slipper lobster rolls
71 The Elvis
2 The ultimate grilled

bacon-cheese sandwich
67 Vieux Nice

Spreads
76 Kamias jam
75Pure fruit mango jam
74 Strawberry jam

starters
41 Chopped salad with

green goddess dressing
18 Lauya
75 Roasted eggplant

couscous salad
94 Saud sisig
56 Scattered seafood  

sushi
63 Thai grilled squid

salad

mains
82 Ebi tempura
63 Fish and chips with

saffron tartar sauce
41 Grilled chicken

quesadillas with
roasted peppers and   
mushroom

58 Roasted fresh
mackerel with dill

54 Miso pork
56 Pan-fried salmon

with lemon, soy sauce   
and thyme

93 Sisig
97 Sisig loaf
61 Tuna steaks with

ginger, cilantro and
grilled Valencia
oranges

56 Tuna tataki
56 Yakitori
76 Yogurt cardamom

roast chicken

sides
79 Bibimbap with rice

noodles
99 Chorizo spinach

Mediterranean penne
80 Pancit bihon with   

squid ink

90 87

100

93

3897
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Greet summer with these icy
artisanal flavors so cool they sizzle

CHILL OUT

trends | finds | news | media | traveltrends | finds | news | media | travel

By TROY BARRIOS

Photography by PAULO VALENZUELA

Styling by  TINA CONCEPCION DIAZ and NANCY DIZON EDRALIN

1 & 2.  Made from 
pure carabao’s milk 
using a hundred-year-
old family recipe,  
Caramilk Creamery’s 
Belgian Dark Chocolate 
and Pink Caramel Sea Salt 
have fewer calories than 
cow’s milk ice cream. Rich 
and creamy, each pint 
you buy helps carabao 
farms all over the country. 
Available at select branches 
of Echostore, Park Avenue 
Desserts, Fleur de Lys and 
Epicurious Deli. For list, 
visit www.caramilk.com.ph

3. A very 21st 
century gelato,
Manila Creamery’s 
handmade Tinutong 
Rice is made by hand 
in small batches 
following respected 
Italian techniques. 
It’s also a celebration 

To 
order, call (0917) 599-
7963, manilacreamery@
gmail.com, follow IG: 
MNLcreameyr,  FB: 
Manila-Creamery

4. Green tea gelato’s been 
done before, but not with 
the intense and creamy 

in Gelato Lab’s Matcha 
Chocolate Chip. If you want 
something more familiar, 

too. To order, call (02) 413-
8008, email gelatolabph@
gmail.com, FB: GelatoLabPH
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5. Imagine the intense pleasure a

mouth and multiply by twenty.
That is the gratifying feeling just a
spoonful of Bono Gelato’s Chocolate
Cognac evokes. Made of 100%
decadent dark chocolate infused
with premium cognac and absolutely
no milk—perfect for the lactose
intolerant. Available at Bono Gelato
branches in SM Aura Premier, SM
Makati, SM Megamall and The Podium

6. Mango is a classic gelato
Manila Creamery came

up with an iconic riff: Mangga’t
Suman. It even has latik!

7. There’s a sexiness to Vice 
Cream’
with their gently assertive, subtle 

Merlot, Sangria and Chocolate 
Shiraz, this is the perfect dessert 
for your grown-up dinner party. To 
order, email vicecreamph@gmail.
com or via FB: ViceCreamPh 

Drunk on Love
Alcohol and ice cream or gelato are made 
for each other. Here’s why: water freezes 
at 32°F, alcohol freezes at -173°F. The 
point is, when alcohol is added to ice 
cream, it lowers its freezing point making 
for a softer, more scoopable ice cream. 
The down side is that alcohol makes ice 
cream less stable, so don’t store it too 
long in your freezer or it will lose its 
delectable, melt-in-your-mouth appeal.

TASTINGS  | trends
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TASTINGS | news

Margarita Forés
L

ast January 12, a small group of journalists
gathered at Lusso, Margarita Forés’
champagne bar in Greenbelt 5. We were
told the press event would be about the
upcoming event, Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants

for 2016. As our group sipped champagne and
nibbled on pica pica, Catherine Feliciano-
Chon of CatchOn finally spilled the beans—
Chef Margarita Forés had just been voted the
best female chef in Asia for 2016 by over 300
industry experts from across the region, who
are also responsible for creating the annual list
of Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants. It was only early
that morning that Chef Margarita was informed
of the award, and during the press event, she
was still visibly moved, wiping away tears and
expressing her disbelief.

Many in the industry saw this as an honor
so well deserved for such an influential
figure. Starting in the 1980s, Chef Margarita
introduced Italian home cooking with Cibo;
operated the country’s premier caterer Cibo
di M; set up the only Asian campus of Italian
culinary center Casa Artusi; helped spearhead
the farm-to-table movement in the country;
and emerged on the global stage as a speaker at
last year’s Madrid Fusión and Madrid Fusión
Manila, among many other achievements.

Perhaps what makes Chef Margarita most
deserving of being Asia’s Best Female Chef 2016
lies not in a single restaurant or one standout
dish, but in her entire oeuvre. “It’s really about
creating an awareness in the industry more
important than putting out a great degustation
menu,” she opines.

Despite the accolades, Chef Margarita never
forgets the struggles of her early days when
there were no women in the kitchen. “I was
trudging along in the industry during that time
and getting inspired by Tita Glenda [Barretto
of Via Mare] and Tita Nora [Daza] and what
they started. They were there when it was
challenging. Thanks to them, they opened up
the doors for us,” she shares. “The food industry,
the service business is about nurturing, and
that’s our maternal instinct. We’re perfect for
the industry!”

Yes we are, and today, it is her turn to be
a role model for young women who want to
become chefs. She exclaims: “I’m happy to
be a female chef, and I’m happy to have also
inspired a lot of younger women to choose this
field.”

Story by Anne Marie Ozaeta
Photography by Petra Gana

is Asia’s Best 
Female Chef 2016

Asia’s 50 Best
Restaurants 2016
will be announced
this February 29 in
Bangkok. The results
will be released live on
Twitter@Asias50Best
and streamed live
courtesy of the main
sponsor S.Pellegrino &
Acqua Panna via www.

To learn more, visit
www.theworlds50best.
com/asia
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TASTINGS | travel

ring 

1
This is the sacred Shinkyo Bridge in a small town called Nikko in the
Tochigi prefecture. It is regarded as one of the most beautiful bridges

in the country with its bright vermillion shade set against the backdrop 
of Nikko’s mountains.

2
Having lived in Japan for almost a year now, I’ve encountered many
festivals like Coming of Age Day or Seijin no Hi, a celebration

held every second Monday of January to mark a woman’s transition to
adulthood. It is typically celebrated through shrine visits and parties with 
women wearing furisode, a distinct type of kimono.

3
To welcome the New Year, the Japanese make a special dish called
Osechi Ryori which they believe brings prosperity. I witnessed a

Japanese household prepare this elaborate dish with careful attention to
every detail. The components of Osechi Ryori may vary but kuromame
(sweet black beans), konnyaku (a jelly made from the devil’s tongue 
plant) and various kinds of seafood are commonly used. 

A year of festive traditions, beautiful sights and delectable 
cuisine captured through a photographer’s lens

Story and photography by JUSTIN DE JESUS
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4
When I first arrived in Japan last
summer, I witnessed a Japanese

tradition called Bon Odori. As a way of
honoring the spirits of their ancestors,
the Japanese erect a tower where
Taiko drums are played, surrounded by
people dancing the Obon and enjoying
street food like yakisoba, takoyaki and
kakigori.

5
Sushi stalls are a very common
sight in Tokyo. The freshest

sashimi can be found at Tsukiji Market
where you can dine at a counter and
watch the sushi being prepared in 
front of you.

6
Ichigo ame or candied strawberries
are a staple during Japanese

festivals especially in the summer.
Other varieties of candied fruits
include apples, grapes and oranges.

7
Udon is my favorite winter comfort
food as its warm broth soothes

during the extreme cold. This tempura
udon in homemade dashi stock was
prepared by Filipino chef Claire
Ocampo of Mimi Claire’s Kitchen. I 

have been collaborating with Chef
Claire, photographing her recipes
and learning about different Japanese 
dishes from her.

8
During my trip to Nikko, I tried
a local delicacy called yuba, a

delicate thin sheet made from soybeans
with a slight chewy texture. I tried it at
a restaurant called Yubatei Masudaya,
but it can be found all over town in
different forms such as yuba sashimi,
yuba ice cream or soba topped with 
yuba.

9
An izakaya is a good place to
end the work day and to enjoy

the company of friends with yakitori
and beer. My usual order includes
bonjiri (chicken tail), torikawa
(chicken skin) and torimomo (chicken
thigh). This photo was taken in Nishi
Azabu Gonpachi where you can
find a special foie gras yakitori with
balsamic sauce topped with fresh 
strawberries.

Follow Justin through his travels in 
Japan at justinjapan.com
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TASTING | finds

All-You-Can-Eat Lobster 
and Wagyu at Edsa
Shangri-La, Manila
Lobster and Wagyu lovers rejoice as Edsa Shangri-La,

Manila’s signature buffet restaurant,HEAT, is offering

unlimited lobsters every Friday dinner and unlimited

Wagyu beef every Saturday dinner.Both dinners are

priced at P2,415 nett.

For Mad for Lobster Fridays, choose from Boston,

slipper, rock lobsters along with other seasonal

and bamboo lobsters.You can have the lobster grilled,

steamed, stir-fried,with lemon butter, cheese or any

other way you want it. Executive Chef Tobias Unger

and his team of specialty chefs have also created

unique lobster dishes like lobsterlicious angry

roll, crazy lobster tempura maki, lobster thermidor,

Singaporean chili lobster and lobster Tandoori.

For Mad for Wagyu Saturdays, try fabulous dishes

like Chef Tobias’s meltingly soft and tender Braised

Hino’s Wagyu Yakiniku Beef, Executive Chinese Chef

Tony Sum’s own version of Stewed Wagyu Beef Brisket

with Radish,Dimsum Chef Andy Liew’s Wagyu Beef

Ball Pao Bun and Wagyu Xiao Long Bao, and Wagyu

Beef Cheek Cannelloni by Executive Italian Chef Marco

Ghezz. 1 Garden Way, Ortigas Center, Mandaluyong 

City, (02) 633-8888

D-I-Y Your Bap
Resto newbie Rock & Seoul Bibimbap Bar

lets you experience the fun in customizing 

your meal.They offer D-I-Y bibimbap

creations for a personalized Bap.They

also have 15 signature bibimbap

like Classic Original,Mixed Seafood and

Mexican Taco,or other favorites like Chap

Chae and Korean Fried Chicken.Enter into

this new craze and customize Korean on a

whole new level. G/F The Block SM City, 

North EDSA, Quezon City

Dry-aged steak now
has an elegant home
in Clark
Adding another gem to its

culinary tiara,Widus Hotel opened

its most elegant restaurant

yet: Peppers 21, with its own

dry-aging chiller and in-house

experts honed in the subtle

art of dry-aging meat.These

result in süperb steaks with

and buttery texture. For the

steak connoisseur, there is no

substitute. Pepper 21, Widus

Hotel & Casino Clark, Manuel A.

Roxas Highway, Clark, Pampanga,

(045) 499-1000, www.widus.com

Authentic
Spanish paella on
speed dial in BGC
The next time you get

a craving for Chef Chele

Gonzalez’s signature paellas,

just pick up your phone—that

is, if you live in the BGC area

where the newest branch

of Arrozeria,Chef Chele’s

restaurant, now delivers from its extensive menu of paellas and

other Spanish dishes.Popular picks are the Paella Valenciana with

chicken, rosemary,green and white beans and tinawon heirloom

rice. If you’re not a fan of rice,we recommend the ,made

with short, thin noodles in two variants,Callos or Negra (with

squid ink).Available in 15-inch (serves 4 to 5), 18-inch (serves 6 to

8) or 21-inch (serves 8 to 10), it’s perfect for potluck parties.  For 

deliveries, call (02) 212-1212 or visit www.twoanyone.com

Meet the
New Cyma
To celebrate its tenth

anniversary,Chef Robby Goco

takes Cyma GreekTaverna

to the next level with new

dishes and better-quality local

ingredients.New specialties

include Saganaki, fried kefalotiri

Lamb Yiouvetsi,a savory paella-

like dish with rice-shaped

pasta and kefalotiri

Roasted Alaskan King Crab Legs

swimming in lemon garlic herb

butter and served with cashew

garlic pasta.Cyma’s new menu

offers vegan,nut-free,gluten-

free, low-carb or high-protein

options,as well as customizable

samplers and different portion

sizes.After 10 years,Cyma

continues to celebrate perfect

that its fans have come to

love and expect. Branches

in Shangri-La Plaza, Greenbelt

2, TriNoma, Eastwood Mall,

Robinsons Magnolia, Robinsons

Place Manila, Ayala Mall Cebu,

Boracay, www.cymarestaurants.

com
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Wild Honey from the Philippine 
Forest Honey Network
There’s something so primal about honey gathered in the wild.

pure and all-natural honeys collected by indigenous peoples in

Bukidnon, Mindoro, Palawan, among other areas. The Philippine

Forest Honey Network, led by the Non-Timber Forest Products

(NTFP) Exchange Program, helps these forest-dependent 

communities improve 

standards, process and market 

their forest honey products,

promoting honey enterprise

as a sustainable livelihood.  

Available at CustomMade Crafts 

Center (CMCC), 92-A Masikap 

Extension, 

Barangay 

Central, 

Diliman, 

Quezon City, 

(02) 929-

3665

SHOP

p
First Harvest Honey-Sweetened Peanut Spread is what real 

peanut butter should be—hand-ground at the Gawad Kalinga 

Enchanted Farm in Angat, Bulacan. It has no preservatives and 

and it’s lusciously creamy and sweet, but not cloyingly so.Other

products include Peanut Crunch with Rice Pops and Salted Coco

Caramel. Available at Human Nature branches and other retail 

Backyard Grilling with Bull 
Outdoor Products
If you enjoy cooking and entertaining outdoors, then it’s important

to invest in the right equipment. Made in the United States, Bull 

Outdoor Products carry top-of-the-line outdoor grills known for 

their durability, design and innovation. Most impressive is the 

Bull Outdoor Kitchen Collection, a customizable outdoor kitchen 

set-up with stainless steel burners with hood, storage unit, sink,

refrigerator and countertop, available in more than 38 different

burners and a hood,plus lots of storage, too. Available at Wilcon

branches, www.wilcom.com.ph

HOP

Harvest Peanut Spread

Pacific Bay Seafood
While fresh seafood is always the preferred choice, sometimes 

seafood is a great alternative, especially for imported varieties 

frozen seafood products like the popular cream dory and salmon,

mussels sourced from all over the world.  

available at leading supermarkets nationwide. Visit www.midafood.

com for more information
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DRINK

TASTING | finds

South African Wines at
Planet Grapes
Planet Grapes,popular restaurant and wine

bar, is proud to present a fantastic selection of

wines from South Africa.These include three

wines from The Winery of Good Hope: 2013

The Winery of Good Hope Unoaked Chardonna

the 2012 The Winery of Good Hope Bush Vine

Pinotage,and the 2012 The Winery of Good

Hope Mountainside Shiraz,as well as the 2012

Radford Dale Renaissance Chenin Blanc,and

2012 Vinum Cabernet Sauvignon. Planet

Grapes, Tuscany at McKinley Hill (02) 551-3713;

Shangri-La Plaza (02) 531-8207 or (02) 532-2950;

River Park,Alabang (02) 831-9438 or (02) 831-

9439; New Wing,Ayala Center Cebu (032) 266-052

or (032) 262-0515; http://planetgrapes.com.ph

Fantastic Chilean Wines
One of Chile’s most recognizable brands, Concha y Toro was named after local politician 

and businessman Don Melchor Concha Y Toro, who brought French grapevines from 

the Bordeaux region to plant at Pirque in the Maipo Valley in 1883. By developing the 

diversity of soils, climates and natural riches of Chile, the Concha y Toro winery has since 

become a major global player, with presence in more than 137 countries. Distributed 

exclusively by Fly Ace Corporation in the Philippines, eight out of twelve Concha Y Toro

wine brands are available here: Carmin de Peumo,Amelia,Don Melchor,Marques,Trio,

Casillero del Diablo,Sunrise, and Frontera. Available in all major supermarkets and select 

restaurants nationwide 

Cool Flavors 
by Bayani Brew 
Many are already familiar with Bayani Brew, the line of all-natural 

premium drinks that use local and indigenous products. Bayani Brew

Kick-ass Lemongrass is brewed from lemongrass and pandan. Bayani

Brew Camotea Commotion features sweet potato purple leaf tops. 

Bayani Brew buys all its indigenous crops directly from farmers at

higher than market prices.  Available at Rustan’s, Shopwise, Robinson

and Landmark supermarkets, and select convenience stores. For gift packs

and holiday themed packaging, visit marketa.ph or bayanibrew.com

y, 

 

;

26

Dean + DeLuca opens a 
wine bar 
The cool place to unwind these days is 

at Dean & DeLuca’s recently launched 

wine bar. The wine list is characterized by 

light, clean, smooth wines from California, 

Australia, Chile, Italy and France, and chosen 

to pair well with items on the menu. The 

Santoro Trebbiano, for example, goes with 

is perfect with the salmon and tuna aburi 

and the Clos de Verdots Moelleux with

the pastry selection such as the chocolate

bouchons or the kouign amman.  

Edades Tower, Rockwell Center, Makati City, 

(02) 958-3644

s 
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TASTINGS | media

FOODPRINTS: THE JAPAN
SPECIALS WITH SANDY DAZA
For the whole month of February, FoodPrints travels to Japan in this nine-part

series now on its fourth season. Host Sandy Daza and his sister Nina Puyat

from Miyajima, soba from Izumo, okonomiyaki and tantanmen from Hiroshima,

snow crabs from Tottori, chiya wagashi from Matsue and 

so much more. Premieres February 1, 9:30 PM on Lifestyle

CD TV

books

Nai as!: i a l s
By Heny Sison and Deogracias Victor “DV” B. Savellano, 2015

pinakbet and bagnet, relatively little has

Available

at Victorino’s Restaurant, 11th Jamboree St. cor. Sct. Rallos, Quezon

City and the Heny Sison Culinary School, 33 Col. Boni Serrano Avenue, 

Quezon City

Philippine Breads
By Gene Gonzalez
Anvil Publishing, Inc., 2015
The year 2015 seems to have

been the year of breads, with

Thus, restaurateur and award-

Philippine Breads

an invaluable resource for those

Available in National 

Bookstore and PowerBooks

Fuss-Free Filipino Food:
Quick and Easy Dishes
for Everyday Cooking
By Angelo Comsti
Marshall Cavendish, 2016

of their mothers and yayas. This

recipes, is for them—amateur

who want a taste of our cuisine.

Simple and indispensable.

Available in National Bookstore

and PowerBooks, and online at 

www.amazon.com

TO DIE FOR: BLISSFUL

DESSERT RECIPES FOR THE 

HOME BAKER

By Chef Joey Prats

the otherwise

still completel

doable) Tarta

de Santa

Teresa. All

of them

have been

beautifully

laid out, with

full color

photos, and

very detailed,

step-by-step

succeed. To order, send private message

to Chef Joey Prats on Facebook: Joey.Prats, or 

email joeyprats@gmail.com
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In this heirloom recipe, humble
white bread is transformed into
an extravagantly rich dessert

sweet stuff
By Joey E. Prats

If you don’t have time to make the
sauce, Chef Joey says that a giant
scoop of vanilla ice cream served on
the side will be equally enjoyable.
To learn more of Chef Joey’s
pastry secrets, visit Joey Prats
School of Baking and Pastry Arts
on Facebook for his schedule of
lifestyle cooking and baking classes
and his three-month Fundamentals
of Baking and Pastry Arts course.

MY MOTHER’S
BREAD PUDDING 

Mom’s Bread Pudding
with Vanilla Custard 
Sauce
Serves 12

1 600-gram loaf sliced white

bread, cut into 1-inch

pieces

1 1/4 cups fresh whole milk

1 370-ml can evaporated

milk

1 300-ml can sweetened

condensed milk

6 medium whole eggs

1 cup caster sugar

3/4 cup + 2 tablespoons

unsalted butter, melted

2 teaspoons pure vanilla

extract

3/4 cup raisins

1. Preheat oven to 350°F.

Generously butter one 13 

x 9-inch ceramic or glass

baking dish. Or you can also 

use individual oven safe

ramekins or bowls.

2. Place white bread pieces

in a large mixing bowl.

Sprinkle with fresh whole

milk. Mix well.

3. In another large bowl,

combine evaporated milk,

sweetened condensed milk,

whole eggs, caster sugar,

unsalted butter and pure

vanilla extract. Whisk until

blended. Pour over white

bread mixture and mix well.

Add raisins and mix well.

4. Transfer bread pudding

mixture into prepared baking

dish or ramekins. Bake for 1

hour and 20 minutes, or until

a paring knife inserted in the

center of the bread pudding 

comes out clean.

5. Remove baking dish from

oven and cool completely.

If not serving immediately,

cover baking dish with

plastic wrap and refrigerate.

Serve bread pudding cold or

at room temperature, with

vanilla custard sauce (recipe

below).

VANILLA CUSTARD SAUCE:
1 cup fresh whole milk

1 cup heavy whipping cream

1/2 cup caster sugar

6 medium egg yolks

seeds from 1 vanilla bean

1. Combine fresh whole

milk, heavy whipping cream,

caster sugar, egg yolks and

seeds from vanilla bean

in a double boiler. Cook 

M
y mom Myrna Prats, a celebrated chef in
her own right, has been cooking her way
into the hearts of her family and friends
for more than half a century. In the last
decade, she has passed on to me several

of her heirloom recipes, all simply phenomenal.
Of all her recipes, I am particularly fond of her
bread pudding. In all its simplicity, it embodies
everything a great bread pudding should be:
perfectly moist (not mushy), tender on the inside
with a crisp top, extremely flavorful, with just the
right touch of raisins to accentuate this classic dish.
The accompanying vanilla custard sauce instantly
catapults this classy dish to dessert heaven.

I enjoy this bread pudding cold, straight from
the fridge. But feel free to serve it warm by heating 
it for a few seconds in the microwave.

Photography by PAULO VALENZUELA

Styling by TINA CONCEPCION DIAZ

over medium heat, stirring

constantly with a silicone

spoon, until custard is thick

enough to coat the spoon.

2. Immediately remove

the custard from the heat

and strain into a clean,

sanitized bowl set in an ice

bath. Cool the custard to

room temperature, stirring

occasionally. The sauce is 

now ready to serve.
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Discover lauya, a traditional Cuyunon sour soup
flavored with lumabeng beans

PALAWAN’S SENSE OF SOUR

Lauya
Serves 4 to 6

1/2 kilo pork hocks, sliced

salt, to taste

6 cups water

4 cloves garlic

1 medium red onion, sliced

1 cup kadyos (pigeon peas),

soaked in water for 1 hour

1 unripe jackfruit, cleaned

and sliced into cubes

1 cup kamias or sampalok,

sliced

patis and pepper, to taste

1. Arrange pork hocks in

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. Add or

7. patis and

W
hen we talk about Palawan,
it is important to mention
the Cuyunons and their
heritage. Cuyo was the
capital of Palawan before it

was replaced by Puerto Princesa in the
1890s. While Cuyunon is still spoken in
Puerto Princesa and the northern part of
Palawan, Tagalog is now replacing it in
the capital city.

One way for Cuyunon culture to
continue to thrive is through its cuisine.
Their most typical dish is lauya, which
is a pork or beef stew with kamias or
sampalok as its souring agents. Usually it
is cooked with unripe jackfruit and leafy 

vegetables such as Chinese cabbage or
kangkong. Lauya resembles the kadyos
of the Ilonggos, revealing the close
affinity between Cuyo and the Western 
Visayas.

What gives lauya its distinct taste
are lumabeng beans. Originally from
the Agutaynen River area in northern
Palawan, these beans have an earthy flavor
that provides a counterpoint to the soup’s
sour broth. Traditionally, lauya is eaten
during the rice harvest season in the isles
of Cuyo, and is a favorite weekend comfort
food. It’s been said that lauya can still
be found in street eateries and even one 
restaurant in Puerto Princesa.

Chef Myke suggests using
or the dried beans of the as
substitute for beans

chef, teacher and writer, Chef Myke
continues to scour the country for
heritage recipes that speak of our

2016 is a busy one for him as he
participates as a speaker in Madrid

PAULO VALENZUELA

TINA CONCEPCION DIAZ 

Homegrown
By Myke “Tatung” Sarthou



key ingredient
By Jill F. Sandique

Chef Jill is a culinary consultant, a
lead trainor for the United States
Department of Agriculture and the
owner of Delize Cakes and Pastries.

OF BREAD AND 
BAY LEAVES

B
ay leaf is one of
the most common
aromatic ingredients
used in Philippine
cuisine. True bay leaf is

commonly known as laurel
since it belongs to the family
Lauraceae. Usually sold in
their dried form, fresh bay
leaves are milder in flavor.
Bay leaf is usually not eaten,
but is best used to flavor
stews, braises, roasts and
soups. It is an important
component of Filipino
dishes like adobo, humba
and paksiw. It is also used in
French country pâtés, Asian
curries, Middle Eastern rice
dishes such as biryani and
pilaf, and North African
tagine. Indeed, the bay leaf
finds its way into many
cuisines around Asia, Europe
and the Mediterranean.

In this recipe, bay leaf
gives another dimension of
flavor to the popular meat
bun or roll. It is added to the
pork filling together with
other aromatics such as garlic
and star anise, all of which
contribute to a familiar but
distinctively Pinoy flavor.

Photography by

PAULO VALENZUELA 

Flavor your pork buns
with a touch of laurel

Pork Rolls

Makes 30 pieces

DOUGH:
1 1/3 cups water

1 tablespoon granulated   

sugar

1 tablespoon active dry  

yeast

1/2 cup vegetable oil

3/4 cup granulated sugar

1 1/2 teaspoons salt

2 egg yolks

vegetable shortening or oil,

for greasing

breadcrumbs, for coating

1. Put water and 1

tablespoon sugar in a bowl.

Disperse yeast over liquid

and set aside for 1 minute.

Whisk to dissolve. Cover

with plastic wrap. Set aside

for 5 to 10 minutes, or until 

bubbly.

2. Remove plastic wrap

then add the vegetable oil,

sugar, salt and egg yolks.

Blend well then add the

for 8 to 10 minutes or until

smooth and elastic. Form 

dough into a ball and place

in a greased bowl. Cover

with plastic wrap. Allow

the dough to rise in a warm,

draft-free area for 3 to 4

hours, or until double in

volume.

3. Meanwhile, grease 2

baking trays with vegetable

shortening. Set aside.

4. Punch down dough

then divide into 30 pieces

(each piece must weigh

about 28 to 30 grams).

Form each piece into a ball

then set aside for 5 to 10

minutes. Press dough into

tablespoons) with chilled

Gather the edge of dough

towards the center then

in breadcrumbs. Arrange

prepared baking trays, with

the sealed portion facing

downwards. Proof for 2 to 2

1/2 hours, or until double in

volume.

5. Meanwhile, preheat oven

to 375°F. Bake the risen

dough for 15 to 20 minutes,

or until golden brown.

Remove from oven and cool

for 15 to 20 minutes. Serve 

warm.

PORK FILLING:
1/2 kilo lean pork, cubed

salt and pepper, to taste

2 to 4 tablespoons cooking

oil

2 to 3 tablespoons soy

sauce

2 to 3 tablespoons vinegar,

or more

2 tablespoons brown sugar,  

or more

1 small bay leaf

1 star anise

water, as needed

cornstarch, optional

1. Wash pork cubes then

drain. Season with salt and

pepper. Set aside for at least

30 minutes.

2. Heat oil in a small pot.

Fry pork until golden brown.

the rest of the ingredients. 

Cook until the meat

becomes tender.

3. Remove meat from the

sauce. Allow to rest until

cool enough to handle.

Cut into bite-size pieces.

Return to pot and simmer

to reduce the sauce. Adjust

seasonings. You may also

thicken the sauce with

cornstarch, if desired.

4. Cool completely then 

chill until needed.
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By Gerry H. Tan, MD, FACP, FACE, FPCP, FPSEM

EATING
JAPANESE

W
hen my kids do
well in school, they
usually ask for a
Japanese meal as
their reward. And

as a parent, I don’t mind giving
them this treat since traditional
Japanese food is, in general, a
healthy option.

What I admire most in a
Japanese meal is how food is
served in small plates and the
servings cut into small pieces.
This is in marked contrast to
the huge portions we observe
in Western countries, especially in fast food chains. Small
portions teach us to be conscious of the amount of food we
eat. We learn to enjoy food with our eyes and to appreciate
the beauty and subtle flavors in each dish. In so doing, we
give our brains time to register that we are full, so we are
prevented from overeating, thus helping to lessen the amount
of food we eat.

For my kids, the best part of a Japanese meal is sashimi and
sushi. They love to indulge in the rich flavor of fresh raw fish.
Fish in general, and salmon in particular, are recognized for
their omega-3 fatty acids which are known to protect against
heart disease. Another Japanese staple that we like to order is
agedashi tofu, a simple dish of fried tofu served with a broth
of mirin, dashi and soy sauce. This dish happens to be rich
in amino acids, iron and calcium, and also offers protection
against cancer and heart disease.

However, not all Japanese dishes can qualify as healthy.
Quite popular these days is ramen, a noodle dish in a rich fish-

Styling by TINA CONCEPCION DIAZ

Photography by PAULO VALENZUELA

Treat yourself to a
typical meal that is
healthy, nutritious
and delicious

or meat-based broth. While ramen is tasty and easily satisfies
our hunger pangs, it’s definitely not as healthy as it seems.
In fact, ramen is loaded with calories, averaging up to 500
calories per bowl. It contains around 500 grams of sodium and
20 grams of fat, most of which is saturated fat and therefore
not advisable for people with high blood pressure, especially
those at risk of stroke and heart disease. Different varieties of
ramen do contain ample amounts of protein. Tonkatsu ramen,
for example, is estimated to have at least 18 grams of protein
per bowl.

Enjoying ramen on special occasions can serve as a
wonderful treat, but if you want to enjoy Japanese, stick to
those dishes that offer more substantial health benefits.

“My best nutrition advice: There is no good or bad food… We are simply 
eating too much!” says Dr. Gerry. He encourages us to create a positive 
home environment that promotes healthy eating and exercise. Dr. Gerry 
is a Mayo Clinic-trained endocrinologist based in Cebu. Visit his website at 
www.docgerrytan.com

wellness
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Dining Out

By TROY BARRIOS | Photography by TOTO LABRADOR

Japanese-Inspired Fine 
Dining at Allium

I
n a city riddled with ramen
joints, speakeasies and
trendy tapas hotspots, a
fine dining restaurant has
a luxuriously grown-up

appeal. Situated in a quiet
neighborhood in Makati,
Allium is an intimate
setting where you can enjoy
exceptional food, stunning
presentation and attentive
yet unobtrusive service.
Should you choose to dine
here, be prepared to be in
awe of what gets placed in 
front of you.

The secret is Chef-
owner Mark Tan’s ethos of
focusing on the changing
seasons, respect for his
ingredients, and its creative 

use to bring out exquisite,
layered flavors and textures
in each and every dish.
Born and raised in Manila,
Chef Mark got his first job
at Chef Michael Cimarusti’s
seafood-centric restaurant
in New York. In his spare
time, he worked short-
term unpaid internships at
small traditional Japanese
restaurants, an experience 
which influenced his
cooking.

Diners at Allium get
to choose from two tasting
menus. The short four-
course Market Menu is
designed so you can tailor
your meal from the first
to the final course. The 

ten-course Carte Blanche
highlights the creative and
technical flair of the Allium
kitchen, where Chef Mark
has been known to dabble in
molecular gastronomy.

Standouts from the
Market Menu include a
chilled starter of translucent
nigiri sushi, fatty bluefin
tuna shimofuri toro and
tai snapper with seared
Miyazaki Wagyu. The
combination of buttery,
melt-in-your-mouth
seafood contrasts perfectly
with the boldly-flavored
Wagyu. Beautifully-seared
Hokkaido scallops pair
well with briny, creamy uni
sabayon, so delicious you’ll 

want to scrape your plate
clean. And just as flavorful
is the Aveyron French
lamb in Marsala sauce with
spinach and chanterelles.
For dessert, the Laiskonis
egg and chocolate pot de
crème pays homage to the
signature dessert created by
Chef Michael Laiskonis of Le
Bernardin, where Chef Mark 
once worked.

The experience at
Allium is nothing short of
extraordinary. It’s the perfect 
setting for your special 
occasions.

G/F Grand Midori, Bolanos
Street, Legazpi Village,
Makati City, (02) 519-1088

TURNING JAPANESE

THE ART OF FINE DINING (Clockwise from
left) A seasonal nigiri sushi; the gorgeous
Brown Butter and Fig Ice Cream with Honey
Roasted Figs; Live Scallops a la Plancha
with a yuzu sabayon and black sturgeon
caviar; Chef Mark Tan; a beautifully-designed
nook; Grilled Japanese leeks with house
cured salmon roe and seaweed emulsion
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By MARIEL ABANES | Photography by PIA PUNO

Home Comfort
at Zaan Japanese 

Tea House

M
ost Filipinos
equate Japanese
food with sushi,
tempura or ramen,
but this quaint

gem of a restaurant offers
something else. Slide open
the doors of Zaan Japanese
Tea House and you instantly
get the feel of real Japanese
home-style dining. Gentle
incense fills the air and
music plays soothingly in the
background. The interiors
are serene with plenty of
wood and ceramic elements.
Japanese co-owner Non
Iwamoto points out that what
she offers at Zaan is simply
the kind of food she cooks
at home for her children—

certainly this will resonate
with us Filipinos who love
our home-cooked meals.

At Zaan, you can savor
the clean yet distinct flavors
in each dish, starting with the
best-selling Crispy Tofu with
its smooth texture that melts
in your mouth. A serving of
Chazuke Rice, Zaan’s version
of lugaw, is savory with a
kick, thanks to the wasabi
mixed into the hot kombu
broth that you pour onto the
bowl of rice and chicken.
Yaki Onigiri is grilled to give
that perfect toasty edge and
is available with tuna, egg
or salmon fillings. Chicken
Namban Soba boasts firm
noodles (made locally by 

a Japanese supplier) in a
delicious soy sauce-based
bonito dashi with ginger
broth. End the meal with
Zaan’s to-die-for homemade
ice cream, either Ujikintoki
Supreme made with matcha
sauce and azuki beans, or
TsokoFino chocolate. Both
are dense and creamy in the
mouth, made with only milk,
vanilla and sugar with cream
as its base. Non also creates
her own line of chocolates:
TsokoFino, made using local
cacao and flavorings like
white chocolate, mango, salty
or sweet pili nuts and Rocher.

Zaan amps up the
experience by offering a by-
reservation-only traditional 

Japanese tea ceremony
where guests are treated
to a 15-minute abbreviated
version of this sacred
ritual. Non says she wants
to encourage Filipinos to
approach eating and drinking
as a form of meditation, just
like people do in Japan.

If you’ve been to Japan,
a visit to Zaan is a nostalgic
experience. If you haven’t
been, then Zaan is a doorway 
into this fascinating land
and culture through its
simple,approach to Japanese
cooking. All you need to do
is find your way to the serene
tranquility of Zaan and
give in to your gastronomic 
wanderlust.

Norfil Foundation Bldg.,
16 Mother Ignacia Avenue
corner Don Roces Avenue,
Quezon City, (02) 412-8465 

JAPANESE HOME COOKING
(Clockwise from top left) Chazuke
Rice served hot; Yaki Udon or
Japanese-style pancit; Zaan’s Crispy
Tofu; owner Non Iwamoto; TsokoFino 
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By ANNEMARIE OZAETA

Nikkei: Japan
by Way of Peru

DINING OUT

N
ikkei straddles two continents:
Asia and Latin America. While
this fusion concept may seem
strange at first, it isn’t one that
was invented out of thin air.

The restaurant, in fact, serves Nikkei
cuisine, roughly translated as “Japanese
out of Japan,” and signifying the
melding of New World ingredients with
traditional Japanese recipes, borne out
of the migration of Japanese workers to 
Peru.

Located in Legaspi Village in
Makati, Nikkei occupies a narrow
corridor-like space dominated by a
long counter where diners can sit and
watch the kitchen action up close.
The restaurant hints at the Japanese
connection with its casual, unassuming
vibe, the sinuous rows of wooden
slats hanging from the ceiling its only
stylistic conceit.

With an Argentine chef heading 

the kitchen, Nikkei stays true to
its Peruvian-Japanese roots. Most
noteworthy is its range of raw seafood
preparations—Japanese sashimi, sushi,
maki, nigiri; Latin American ceviches
marinated in leche de tigre; Peruvian
tiraditos, similar to ceviche, but with
fish sliced sashimi-style; and Peruvian
causas or mashed potato bites topped
with seafood. Limes, avocado, togarashi,
coconut milk, wasabi, chili and cilantro
are among the many ingredients used to
liven up the freshest fish available.

While the raw seafood is a must-
order, the entrees are
standouts as well, like the
superb seared tuna with
Huancaina risotto or the
Kurubota pork marinated
in miso then charcoal-
grilled. Beef lovers will
enjoy the Kobe beef with
wasabi mashed potatoes or 

the lomo saltado, the Peruvian stir-fried
classic of beef tenderloin served with
fries and egg. Not to be outdone are the
desserts, especially the milky tres leches
cake and the signature homemade ice
cream in ginger, wasabi and sesame
flavors. The bar offers, as well, a long
list of craft cocktails, sake, Japanese
whiskey, wines and craft beers.

Since it opened last year, Nikkei has
been gaining raves thanks to its fresh
take (at least for the Philippines) on
traditional Japanese cuisine. But beyond
the novelty and the hip crowd, it’s really 
all about the fresh, bold and deeply 
satisfying food.

G/F Frabelle Business Center, 111 Rada
Street, Legaspi Village, Makati City, (02) 
880-0231 

JAPANESE-PERUVIAN
FUSION (Clockwise
from top left) The
freshest tuna sashimi;
green ceviche with
mackerel, octopus,
prawns dressed in
wasabi cream, chili,
cilantro, roasted
coconut and coconut
milk; Peruvian causas
made of mashed
potato topped with
ebi, tako
and salmon; seared
tuna served with
Huancaina (a spicy
cream sauce) risotto
and cilantro salad;
classic lomo saltado or
stir-fried tenderloin
and vegetables;
homemade ginger,
wasabi and sesame
ice cream served on
French toast buns
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By TROY BARRIOS | Photography by PIA PUNO

Imaginative Izakaya at 12/10

W
hen you find
12/10 on its
nondescript
street in a
quiet corner

of Makati, it will feel like
discovering a treasure. The
cozy 35-seater restaurant is
the second concept created
by Gab Bustos and Thea de
Rivera, the partners behind
another delightful restaurant,
The Girl and The Bull. 12/10
is a non-traditional Japanese
izakaya where the cocktails
are excellent, and the food
wickedly good.

First, the drinks. The
cocktail menu is short but
includes classics and creative
riffs. “I like drinks that have
something to say and are 

relatable,” explains Gab. “For
example, it could remind
you of your childhood—like
this cocktail we have that
has a flavor profile like black 
forest cake.” Interesting
concoctions include the
F.U. Daisy, in honor of the
heroine of The Great Gatsby,
a brighter, sunnier take on
the Old Fashioned using
scotch (instead of bourbon
or rye), and made floral with
homemade grapefruit bitters.
Inspired by the martini,
there’s the Bison, muddled
with grapefruit and chocolate
liqueur to achieve an earthy,
straightforward taste with
subtle citrusy tones. There’s
also a decent selection of
wine, single and blended 

malts, and beers. The bar,
admits Gab, is the hardest
spot for him to fill. Where he
really feels at home is in the
kitchen.

The food, which is just
as good as the drinks, comes
in small plates. The menu
is arranged in five sections,
and it’s recommended to
choose two dishes per
section—the servings look
small but they’re actually
quite hefty! In his cooking,
Gab retains his philosophy of
being fun and approachable,
and preserving the integrity
of his ingredients. Try, for
example, the Uni Toast,
made of sourdough, fresh
local uni, chicken liver and
pineapple jam—interesting 

and delicious. The Onigiri
is designed to be eaten like
a taco, made with foie gras,
spring onions, dynamite
(a homemade spicy sauce)
and balsamic maple syrup.
The grilled catfish is served
unagi style, the fish grilled
over charcoal then served
over taro with an eel sauce.
There’s even steak, an Angus
hanging tender, made rich
with a purée of local uni.

Gab’s penchant for
playing with flavor is a
delight to experience and
each dish is an expression
of his personality. 12/10,
by the way, is Gab and
Thea’s anniversary. As Thea
explains, “Our restaurants
are always personal for
us. It’s our way of saying
we’re ready to take on more
responsibility, of doing bigger 
things.” Drop by and see 
what they can do.

7635 Guijo Street, San
Antonio Village, Makati City, 
(0915) 663-2823

SMALL PLATES, COOL DRINKS (Clockwise
from top left) A clever version of Onigiri;
delightful Uni Toast; some very tender Angus
beef with leek ash, uni
cocktail called The Bison; the modern, artsy
space; owners Gab Bustos and Thea Rivera
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“M
ezurashiï!,”
exclaimed a
Japanese diner
in wonder, while
he was trying out

his very first meal at Ooma
Japanese Rice Bar. Translated
into English, its closest
meaning is “rare.” There is
no attempt at subtlety or
suggestion at Ooma—the
flavors come on bold and
strong, its waves and crests
of umami receding and
descending with every bite.

True to the rock n’ roll
style of Chef Bruce Ricketts
of Mecha Uma fame, this
addition to The Moment
Group of Restaurants uses
Japanese techniques and
ingredients to produce
unique flavors suited to the
Filipino palate. Its clientele
mostly includes young
foodies, or those who see
the experience of dining
out as an adventure. There
are many fried items on the
menu, such as taco makis,
aburi makis and donburis.
However, this doesn’t mean
it’s like fast food, or at least
the flat, one-dimensional way
that we perceive fast food to
be. Far from it.

Sous chef Liezl Enriquez
has the daunting task of
consistently translating Chef
Bruce’s complex vision on
the diners’ plates every single
day. “We’re doing constant
mise en place,” she says,
“with about 25 to 30 sauces
that need to be prepped
regularly.” One look at the
menu, with its detailed
list of elements for every
dish, lets the diner know
of the many gastronomic
surprises that await her.
Despite these contrasting and
complementary textures and
flavors, the end result is not
muddled at all. “Similar to the 

By GINNYMATA | Photography by PIA PUNO

Beyond Umami 
at Ooma

way Chef Bruce did things
in his first restaurant, Sensei
Sushi,” Maita Quesada of the
Moment Group affirms, “it all
comes together in the end.”

The best way to start is
with Uma Viche, a dish that
reminds one of refreshing
kinilaw, using lapu-lapu
(brought in fresh everyday),
its necessary tartness and
piquancy supplied by Ooma’s 
unique ceviche dressing,
pickled carrots and red
onions, and punctuated
by the satisfying crunch of
kangkong tempura.

What’s representative
of the signature Western-
Japanese fusion style of
Ooma is the Salmon Skin
Aburi Maki. “It’s for people
who don’t actually like to
eat raw sashimi, or who are
sensitive to raw food,” says
Chef Liezl. Using the aburi
(torch) method, salmon
is lightly seared, its skin
made crispy. It’s the perfect
bite: one is able to discern
the smokiness of the aburi
salmon, the unctuousness of
cream cheese, and the clean,
vegetal taste of asparagus, all
coming through quite clearly.

Thus when one comes to
Ooma, one must be prepared
to experience mezurashiï, or
this wide, unique range of
gustatory sensations. There’s
nowhere else quite like it
here, so it certainly delivers
on its promise of a bold, new
and unorthodox approach to 
Japanese cuisine.

3/F Mega Fashion Hall, SM
Megamall, Mandaluyong, 
(02) 656-4591

BOLD AND MODERN FLAVORS (Clockwise
from top) Crispy Salmon Skin Aburi Maki; the
Tsujuki market-inspired interiors; Uma Viche
inspired by kinilaw; Buta Kakuni Katsudon, a
classic with a twist; Corn & Oyster Kakiage, best
enjoyed hot; spicy O-Gyoza with cream cheese
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Baking Bread, 
Bringing Joy

The trials and the pleasures 
of making your own

By ANNEMARIE OZAETA

Recipes by VICKI VILLANUEVA |Photography by OCS ALVAREZ

Styling by BEL ALVAREZ
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T
he effort of kneading, the long
hours waiting for dough to rise,
the messiness of flour, the searing
heat of the oven—baking bread
seems too hard. It takes too

long and requires too much trial and
error to get it right. Why would anyone
choose to make bread at home when you
can just buy a loaf at any bakeshop or
panaderia?

The answer, perhaps, has nothing
to do with the practical, but everything
to do with the pleasurable. There is
tangible joy that goes into working the
dough, then slowing down to let the
bread itself dictate the pace. The end
result are sensations like no other—the
yeasty smell of bread baking in the oven,
the tops turning golden brown, and the
gentle tug to split open a newly baked
bun. Baking instructor and chef Vicki
Villanueva shares why she loves it so:
“I love the transition from kneading the
dough, bringing it to life, seeing it rise, to 

patiently waiting for it to bake. And when
the bread is done, the aroma lifts you up!”

Once you decide to try your hand
at baking bread at home, what do you
need to get started? According to Chef
Vicki, invest in a weighing scale, an
electric mixer, sheet trays and, of course,
an oven. As for the essentials of baking,
beyond technique, she explains, “Passion,
discipline, commitment and hard work
are important.” Mistakes will be made
and the finished product won’t always be
acceptable. But she assures, “It takes time
to develop your own bread. Calm and 
patience will lead to success.”

So get ready to bake with the
following reminders from Chef
Vicki: “Learn to knead by hand. It’s
an invaluable experience. Use fresh,
good quality ingredients. Use metric
measurements for complete accuarcy
and best results. Put lots of love and be
passionate.” And most importantly, “Have 
a happy disposition!”
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Honey Milk Toast
Serves 4

1 thick slice Pullman or 

sandwich loaf, 4 inches 

thick (use store bought 

or Hokkaido Milk Bread 

recipe on page 40)

butter, for frying

1/2 cup honey, maple or 

chocolate syrup

2 to 4 scoops vanilla ice 

cream

whipped cream

1 cup sliced strawberries

1/2 cup sliced kiwi

1/2 cup coarsely chopped 

nuts

1/2 cup cookie crumbs

1. Using a sharp knife, 

cut out a cube of bread 

from inside the sliced loaf. 

Remove and cut into smaller 

cubes. 

2. Pour hot melted butter 

into the loaf’s cavity. Fry 

cut-up bread cubes in more 

butter, then put back into 

the loaf’s cavity. Toast in 

preheated 325°F oven or 

toaster oven for 10 minutes.

3. Transfer the loaf to a 

platter. Pour honey, maple or 

chocolate syrup on the loaf.

4. Add vanilla ice cream 

scoops on top or on the 

side of the loaf. Top 

with whipped cream, 

strawberries, banana, kiwi, 

nuts and cookie crumbs. 

5. Drizzle with more honey, 

maple or chocolate syrup. 

Serve while still warm.

A messy treat
The Japanese invented 
this spectacular 
dessert—a cube of soft 
bread, slathered in 
butter, with toppings 
like fresh fruit, ice 
cream, whipped cream, 
nuts, chocolate syrup, 
honey and whatever 
else one dreams of. 
Meant to be shared, 
this dish is a breeze 
to make, especially 
if you just use store-
bought bread. Minimal 
effort for maximum 
pleasure—that’s our 
kind of dessert!
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Kimchi in bread
It may sound strange

but this spicy blend of
fermented vegetables
(usually cabbage) from
Korea gives a delicate
spiciness and ever so
slight sourness to the

soft bread. It makes
sense to use it in this
Korean-style “burger”
with beef bulgogi and

more kimchi. But it
also works wonderfully

with pulled pork
or blue cheese.

Bulgogi Burger
Serves 6

6 kimchi burger buns (recipe 

on page 41)

1 1/2 cups kimchi

1 1/2 cups bulgogi (use 

store bought or Bulgogi 

recipe on page 94)

1. Slice a kimchi burger bun 

the toaster oven.
2. Add a layer of kimchi on 
a half bun. Top with bulgogi 
and more kimchi.
3. Top the sandwich with the 
other half bun.
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Black bread is beautiful
Black is the trendy new color of bread.
Black sesame seeds are ground up and
incorporated into the dough to give the
bread its near black color. Chef Vicki also
adds tahini, a black sesame seed paste,
to the dough to enhance even more

Black Sesame 
Seed Buns
Makes about 12 buns

1 tablespoon instant yeast 

(15 grams)

1 cup sugar (200 grams)

1 tablespoon salt (15 grams)

1/2 cup ground black 

sesame seeds (120 grams)

3/4 cup water (200 ml)

1 1/2 eggs (100 grams)

1 cup milk (250 ml)

3/4 cup + 1 tablespoon 

black sesame paste (100 

ml) (recipe below)

1/2 cup butter (100 grams)

egg wash (1 egg beaten 

with 2 tablespoons milk or 

water), for brushing

extra sesame seeds, for 

sprinkling

1. Soften yeast in a little of 

the water.

2. 

ground black sesame seeds. 

Mix in the remaining water, 

eggs and milk.

3. Add the dissolved yeast, 

black sesame paste (recipe 

below) and butter. Mix to 

a smooth and developed 

dough. Let rise for 1 hour in 

a greased bowl.

4. Divide the dough into 80 

to 90-gram pieces. Shape 

into round pieces and place 

on sheet pans, making sure 

they are evenly spaced.

5. Cover the pans with a 

sheet of plastic to prevent 

crusting on the surface. 

Proof for 1 hour. 

6. Before baking, brush 

thoroughly the surface of 

the buns with egg wash. 

Sprinkle sesame seeds on 

top. Bake in a preheated 

325°F oven for 12 to 15 

minutes.

BLACK SESAME PASTE:
Makes about 1 1/4 cups

1 cup black sesame seeds

1/2 cup olive oil

In a food processor, process 

sesame seeds and olive oil 

to a paste. Set aside until 

ready to use.
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Arroz Caldo Bombs
We know arroz caldo as
that comforting chicken
rice porridge with a hint of
kasubha. Here, it is reimagined

arroz is
incorporated into the dough,

Don’t add too much water
to the arroz caldo so it holds

turn the bread soggy. 
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In love with 
white bread

What everyone loves 
best about this bread 
is its creamy texture 

that melts in the 
mouth. The secret 

to making this bread 
extra soft is the 

addition of eggs, milk, 
sugar, butter and fats. 

Just as important is 
the timing—knowing 
when the dough has 
risen enough, when 

to shape it, when 
it’s oven ready, and 
when to take it out. 

Once you master 
these variables, 

you should achieve 
bread that is soft and 

light, but that still 
keeps its structure.

Hokkaido Milk Bread

Makes about 20 rolls or 4 

loaves

2 cups + 3 tablespoons 

+ 1 teaspoon fresh milk, 

chilled (550 ml)

1 tablespoon + 1 teaspoon 

instant yeast (25 grams)

grams)

(500 grams)

2 3/4 teaspoons baking 

powder (14 grams)

1 cup + 1 tablespoon + 1 

teaspoon sugar (120 grams)

1 tablespoon salt (15 grams)

1/4 cup + 2 teaspoons 

butter (60 grams)

1/4 cup + 2 teaspoons 

shortening (60 grams)

1 1/2 eggs (100 grams) 

egg wash (1 egg beaten 

with 2 tablespoons

milk or water),

for brushing

pearl sugar, for topping, 

optional

sliced almonds, for topping, 

optional

1. Warm milk to 200ºF, then 

cool it at room temperature.

2. In the bowl of a mixer 

dissolve the yeast in the 

milk. Then mix in bread 

baking powder, sugar and 

salt. 

3. Add the butter, shortening 

and eggs, mixing to form a 

dough. Remove the dough 

from the mixer bowl and 

continue kneading until the 

dough is fully developed. 

Let dough rise in a greased 

bowl for 30 minutes.

4. To make into rolls, punch 

dough down and divide into 

smaller 60-gram pieces. 

Round the rolls, cover and 

let rest for 5 minutes. 

5. Shape dough into small 

ovals. Place 5 to 6 rolls 

side by side in a greased 

sheet pan with their sides 

touching. Repeat with the 

rest. 

6. Brush dough with egg 

wash. Proof until double 

in size, about 30 minutes. 

Score the rolls or loaves and 

sprinkle with almonds or 

sugar. Bake in a preheated 

350ºF for 10 minutes.
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ingredients together.

2. Combine water and yeast

and add to the dough. Add

egg yolks and milk. Knead

minutes. Slowly add butter

to the dough. Add puréed

kimchi and gochujang until

well incorporated.

3. Remove dough from the

mixer and place inside a

grease bowl. Cover with a

damp tea towel or plastic

wrap and let rise at room

temperature until doubled

in volume.

4. Punch down the dough,

cover tightly with plastic

wrap and refrigerate for 2

hours. Divide dough and

shape as desired: small

rolls (30 to 40 grams each),

burger buns (80 to 90 grams

each) or for medium loaf

pans (500 grams each).

5. Arrange dough shapes

in well-greased pans and

proof at room temperature

until doubled. Bake in a

preheated 375°F oven until

golden brown and bread

sounds hollow when tapped.

Arroz Caldo Bombs
Makes about 12 to 15 buns

grams)

2 tablespoons light brown

sugar (30 grams)

1 1/2 teaspoons salt (7

grams)

1 tablespoon instant yeast

(13 grams)

3 tablespoons + 1 teaspoon

cooked rice (50 grams)

1/2 cup milk (120 ml)

1/4 teaspoon kasubha

(1 gram), soaked in 100 ml

chicken stock

1 egg (50 grams)

3 tablespoons + 1 teaspoon

shortening (50 grams)

1 1/4 cups arroz caldo

(300 grams) (recipe

below)

1.

sugar, salt, yeast and cooked

rice in a bowl. Add milk,

kasubha, egg and shortening.

Knead dough until elastic.

FOR PULLMAN LOAF:
1. To make into a Pullman

or sandwich loaf, use loaf

pans with sliding lids which

give the loaf slices their

square shape. Pans come

in standard sizes for 350 to

450-gram, 650 to 750-gram,

and 800 to 900-gram loaves.

2. Divide doughinto 4

portions. Shape into balls.

3. Put into 4 greased 8x4x2

1/2-inch rectangular loaf

pans. Let rise for 1 hour or

until double in size.

4. Bake in a preheated

400ºF oven for 30 minutes.

Let cool.

CHEF’S NOTE:
To make this recipe a true
Hokkaido milk bread, you
can use Hokkaido milk and

found at Japanese groceries.
But if these are not available,
regular fresh milk and bread

class (or tercera
helps make this milk bread
extra soft, is usually found
at specialty baking shops or
baker’s supply stores.

Let dough rise for 1 hour.

2. Punch and divide dough

into 50-gram pieces. Shape

into round pieces and allow

to rest for 10 minutes.

3.

the dough into a circle,

making the edges thinner

than the center. Scoop arroz

caldo

the center. Gather the edges

of the dough at the center

together to seal the bun.

4.

a greased sheet tray and

proof for 1 hour. Bake in a

preheated 350ºF oven for 15

minutes.

ARROZ CALDO FILLING:
2 chicken thighs

1/4 cup vegetable oil

1 onion, minced

1 thumb size ginger, minced

5 garlic cloves, minced

1/4 cup malagkit rice

1/4 cup dinorado rice

pinch of kasubha

2 1/2 cups water, divided

salt and pepper, to taste

1. Wash chicken and pat dry

with a paper towel.

2. In a saucepan, heat oil

and sauté onion, ginger and

garlic for 15 minutes.

3. Add chicken and season

sear for 10 minutes.

4. Add malagkit and dinorado

rice and continue to stir for

10 minutes. Add kasubha.

5. Add half of the water

and bring to a boil. Reduce

heat and occasionally stir to

prevent rice from sticking to

the pan.

6. When chicken is tender,

remove from pan. Let cool

and shred. Return to the

pan.

7. Add remaining water and

continue stirring. Adjust

seasoning with salt and

pepper. When the right

consistency is reached,

remove from heat and cool.

If not using right away, you

can freeze the mixture for

future use.

Learn to bake
Chef Vicki Villanueva 

has bread baking in 

learned the basics 

from her mother. 

She then went on 

to travel the world 

to learn from Italian 

mamas and French 

boulangers, taking 

bread workshops in 

the United States 

and Thailand as well. 

She also loves to 

visit the provinces 

with her baking 

students, observing 

and listening to 

panaderos who still 

bake pandesal and 

other local breads the 

old-fashioned way. 

Chef Vicki teaches 

classes in commercial 

bread baking and 

sausage making at the 

Heny Sison Culinary 

School, 33 Boni Serrano 

Avenue corner Sunrise 

Drive, Crame, Quezon 

City. For class schedules, 

call (02) 726-5316 and 

412-5316, email info@

henysison.com, visit 

www.henysison.com or 

HenySison on Facebook.

Kimchi Bread
Makes 30 small rolls, 12 

burger buns or 2 loaves

(1 kilo)

1 cup + 1 tablespoon + 1

teaspoon sugar (220 

grams)

2 1/2 teaspoons salt (13 

grams)

1 cup water (250 ml)

1 tablespoon + 1 teaspoon 

yeast (20 grams)

3/4 cup egg yolks (200 

grams)

3/4 cup milk (200 ml)

1 cup unsalted butter (200 

grams)

3/4 cup kimchi, puréed (200 

grams)

3 tablespoons (50 grams) 

gochujang (Korean hot 

paste)

1. 

in the bowl of a mixer with a 

paddle attachment. Stir the 
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Story and photos byALICIA SEGISMUNDO

Lifestyle’s Fork in the Road travels to Northern Spain for pulpo, churros and Arzak,
among many other culinary surprises

A Culinary 
The facade of Saint James
the Great Cathedral in
Santiago de Compostela
(photo courtesy of Spain 
Tourism Board)
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P
ulpo de Galicia, Albariño wines, pintxos,
Elena Arzak—these were in my thoughts
when I awoke from dreamland just as the
Turkish Airlines Boeing 777 300ER plane
from Manila landed in Spain. I distinctly

remember the thrill of seeing the arrival sign that
read: “Santiago de Compostela.” Together with
Lifestyle’s Fork in the Road gang headed by TV
host and chef Myrna Segismundo, I was about
to embark on a food safari through the regions of
Galicia, Asturias, Navarre and the Basque region of 
northern Spain.

GALICIA: Albariño wine and pulpo
Santiago de Compostela in Galicia’s northern
province of La Coruña, with its immense Saint
James the Great Cathedral, is the final destination
of the world-renowned pilgrimage Camino de
Santiago (in English, Way of Saint James), whose
origins date back to the ninth century. Pilgrims
complete a minimum 100-kilometer devotion in
order to gain the desired indulgence.

Not to be missed is a visit to one of the region’s
local Albariño wineries. So, off we went to
Albariño de Fefiñanes, situated in a baronial palace
in Pontevedra, dating back to 1620. Albariño is a
white wine grape significantly grown in Galicia,
with an appellation of Rias Baixas. I found this
wine to be light, sweet and fruity, similar to a
Riesling. The wine pairs well with appetizers, 

GALICIAN SPECIALTIES
(Clockwise from top left) Pulpo de Galicia by Chef Pablo Gallego;
Galicia’s famous white wine made with Albariño grapes; live octopus

pulpo 
percebes

seafood and cheese.
For a taste of the famous pulpo de Galicia, we

traveled to the northernmost tip of La Coruña
province to dine at Pablo Gallego’s eponymous
restaurant in A Coruña, also called The Glass
City, situated along a water inlet off the Atlantic 
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Ocean. The seafood featured
that evening was, of course,
pulpo. At our table, the dishes
arrived one by one—simple
but delicious preparations
of camarones (shrimps),
a house pâté, percebes (a
seasonal shellfish) and finally
the much-awaited pulpo de
Galicia. Chef Pablo was muy
cariñoso, darting in and out
of the kitchen, checking our
table, and wowing us with
his masterful cooking. This
was Galician hospitality at 
its best.

Then there was an
extraordinary five-hour
marathon lunch at Arbore
da Veira which Chef Luis
Veira described as, “a
commitment to make food
a trance, a journey.” And
oh, what a journey it was!
Arbore da Veira in A Coruña
did not feel like a restaurant
at all. Cozy and casual, the
rear of the restaurant was
furnished with wooden oak
tables with no tablecloths
and sleek custom-designed
chairs. Some tables had
beautiful bonsai-type trees
with long, curving branches
as centerpieces. These, I later
realized, were in keeping
with the restaurant’s name
“arbore” or tree.

Molecular gastronomy
is the essence of Arbore’s
cuisine, with each plate
exquisitely designed like a
work of art. After a playful
kitchen plating match
between Chefs Myrna and
Luis, we eagerly waited
to sample the restaurant’s
offerings. The entrées came
in serving plates and vessels
of different shapes and sizes,
each one more artful than the
next—15 courses in all! 

ASTURIAS:
Sweet carbayones
In the town of Oviedo in
Asturias, we enjoyed a very
sweet visit to the Camilo de
Blas Pasteleria, home of the
original and famous almond
pastry called carbayones.
These small puff pastries are
filled with almond cream, egg

yolks and fondant, similar in
shape to éclairs. The proud
owner shared that Chef
Mario Batali had also filmed
his TV show and learned to
prepare carbayones there.
Oviedo was such a charming
stopover, so picturesque
and vibrant, with pleasant
surprises at every turn.

SAN SEBASTIAN:
Churros y chocolate and a
visit to Arzak
From Asturias we traveled to
the Basque country. There, I
fell in love with San Sebastian
(called Donostia in Basque)
the minute I stepped into its
famous Centro Romantico,
and later, the Parte Vieja or
Old Quarter. We delighted in
browsing through the shops 

with their wares spilling onto
the alleyways, and in visiting
pintxos bars and charming
cafés where we savored
crunchy churros dunked into
the smoothest and thickest
hot chocolate I have ever had.

The highlight of the tour
was our visit to the three-
Michelin-starred restaurant
Arzak. Upon our arrival,
Chef Elena Arzak gave Chef
Myrna a warm hug and a
huge smile. Chefs Myrna
and Elena had met when
they were presenters at both
Madrid Fusión and Madrid
Fusión Manila in 2015. We
were then led through a door
that seemed like a secret
entrance; on the other side
lay all the magic behind
the house of Arzak. Built in 

1897 and presently owned
by the fourth generation of
Arzaks, it was originally a
home that was turned into a
wine tavern. Later, it became
a restaurant. Elena’s father,
Juan Mari, was hailed as the
“Father of Modern Basque
cuisine,” placing this fine
establishment on the world
map. While Chef Juan Mari
was not part of the scheduled
interview, suffice it to say
we were thrilled to see him
immediately upon entering
the kitchen. What a sweet 
bonus that was!

NAVARRE: Artichokes
Our next stop, Tudela,
located in the Kingdom of
Navarre, offered our group
a delightful adventure. At 

DINING LIKE THE SPANISH
(Clockwise from top) A dessert portrait by Chef Luis of Arbore
da Veira; Chef Juan Mari Arzak greets Chef Myrna Segismundo; a 
spectacular spread of pintxos in San Sebastian
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Restaurante Trentaitrés (Restaurant
33), chef patron Ricardo Gil brought us
to a nearby orchard where artichokes
and bell peppers were in season. It is
here where Chef Ricardo sources the
vegetables for all his restaurants. With
our small harvest of vegetables, we
went back to Trentaitrés where Chef
Ricardo treated us to the most amazing
vegetarian dishes we had ever tasted. I
didn’t think artichokes could taste like
anything other than artichokes, but his
were nothing less than spectacular. They
tasted so good that I even contemplated
turning vegan!

So as our whirlwind tour of
northern Spain ended, I can say that
this tour rates among my top three. The
itinerary was ideal, from the choice of
accommodations to the selection of 

Carbayones
Recipe by Camilo de Blas

Pasteleria

Makes about 32 pieces

1 sheet puff pastry, to line the  

molds

FILLING:

preferably Marcona 

splash of sherry

EGG YOLK COATING:

LIGHT SUGAR GLAZE:

4 cups water

1. Line the carbayones molds

with the puff pastry.

2.

almonds, eggs and sugar. Fill

the molds lined with puff pastry.

Bake in a preheated 300°F oven

for 30 to 40 minutes or until

golden in color.

3. Once cooled, add the sherry.

4. For the egg yolk coating,

mix together the egg yolks and

sugar. Coat the carbayones with

this mixture.

5. For the glaze, mix together

the sugar and water. Glaze the

top of the carbayones with this

mixture. Then dry them in the

oven at a low temperature of

250°F for 10 minutes or until 

done. 

dining establishments. And the trip was
made all the more enjoyable, thanks to
many memorable “tasteful” impressions,
owing to the fact it was led by Chef
Myrna Segismundo whose reputation
as a renowned chef precedes her. Her
professionalism and great rapport with
colleagues, coupled with her sense
of humor, made her a great traveling 
companion.

SPANISH DELIGHTS (Clockwise from top left) Thick hot
chocolate con churros; just fried churros in coils; alcachofas
con jamon from Restaurante Trentaitres; an artichoke plant 
from Navarre

Fork in The Road premieres

Saturday, February 6 at 10 PM on

Lifestyle, with replays on Feb. 7

at 8 AM, Feb. 8 at 12 NN, Feb. 13

at 12 MN, and Feb. 20 at 12 MN.

Many thanks to Mila Suarez of

Classic Travelhaus, Vien Cortes

of the Spain Tourism Board, and

Erhan Balaban of Turkish Airlines. 

To learn more about culinary

tours to Spain, call Classic

Travelhaus at (02) 819-0746. 
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By JUSTIN ALEXANDRA

CONVENTO

Photography by PIA PUNO 

Original
European-

inspired
comfort

food with a
local twist

A
lot of places around
the city promise to
serve food that elicits
childhood memories
of comfort and love

(à la Pixar’s Ratatouille), but
few actually deliver. Croque
Café and Bakery definitely
does, and with passion and
heart. The brainchild of
chef-owners Alexa Alaba
and Joseph “Paco” Lao, the
charming restaurant serves up
a diverse selection of freshly-
baked breads and pastries,
light breakfasts, hearty soups
and sandwiches, handmade
pastas, indulgent mains and
desserts. All these make for a
delightful dining experience.

“When I was working
in France, Paco would visit
me. We both fell in love with 

the place and the food. We
decided to put up something 
French-inspired, hence
the interiors and menu,”
shares Chef Alexa. Croque’s
homey interiors embody the
charm of Provence while the
comforting aroma of bread, in
all its glorious, fresh-from-the-
oven goodness, files the air.

The European-style menu
tends to veer away from
trends, but its inspired use
of local flavors create non-
traditional dishes to discover.
“If you browse through our
menu, there’s still traditional
Filipino adobo but we cook it
in a very Western style, letting
it sous vide for 36 hours
before we serve it,” Chef Paco
divulges.

A definite must-try is
Granny’s Onion Soup with
Bone Marrow. Caramelized
onions are slowly cooked in
a made-from-scratch beef
broth, topped with croutons 

and gooey, melted Gruyère,
with the added richness
of a hunk of bone marrow
nestled right in the middle.
The 4-Kinds Mushroom
Soup made with shiitake,
oyster, enoki, and shimeji
mushrooms is a great contrast
to the onion soup, with
truffle oil playing a role in
elevating this earthy puréed
soup.

Among the entrées, the
standouts include Croque’s
Original Lamb Lasagna,
a flavorful lamb ragout in
between layers of fresh hand
rolled pasta and paired with 
sautéed spinach, which
balances out the gamey
flavors from the lamb. The
Shepherd’s Pie is equally
tasty, made with stewed,
minced lamb in homemade
tomato sauce, topped with
a velvety potato purée and
freshly gratinated Parmesan—
nothing speaks of comfort 

food more than this. However,
it’s Croque’s Adobo that
takes the cake for me. Served
on organic black rice and
vegetables, traditional pork
adobo is cooked sous vide for
36 hours. The meat absorbs
all the flavors of the adobo so
well, there is no need for extra
adobo drippings served on
the side.

Since opening in March
2014, Croque has made its
mark with its own versions of
classic dishes. Chefs Alex and
Paco have recently expanded
to include an added space for
private functions and a catering
arm called Banquets by Croque.
There’s much more is in store
for this friendly, neighborhood
café with comforting flavors 
and big dreams.

G/F Dominion Building, 833
Arnaiz Avenue, Makati City,
(02) 956-7534, open Monday to 
Saturday, 7AM-11PM 

 Croque
For the love of

MODERN COMFORT
(Clockwise from left) A cozy
venue for urbanites who
crave for something different;
36-hour sous vide Pork Adobo

freshly baked chocolate buns;
the Original Lamb Lasagna
using fresh, handmade
pasta; Granny's Onion Soup
with Bone Marrow; Filet
Mignon uses grass-fed local

potato purée and sautéed
vegetables; Eggs Benedict
with focaccia instead of 
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By GINNY MATA

Recipes by NOEL DE LA RAMA | Photos Courtesy of  SISTERFIELDS CREATIVES

U
nlike in the West,
where processed food
is king, and so many
people have no idea
where their food really

comes from, we Filipinos
have always understood what
it’s like to go “locavore,” and
do “farm-to-table dining.”

In the provinces,
practically any seed that’s
sown in the fertile soil will
grow, and every household
has a chicken coop, so the
family can have fresh eggs in
the morning. Perhaps there’s
a pig or two as well, whom
we’d inevitably grow to love,
so that when the time came
for us to slaughter them for
the annual fiesta, we would
do so with heavy hearts, and
tears in our eyes. To us, it’s
never been a trend, it’s never
been the “hip” thing to do—it 

was just the way our
forebears did things,
and given the chance,
it’s how we’d like to
continue living as well.

Yet it’s undeniable
that fast food culture
has become extremely
pervasive, with its
privileging of what is
quick and easy and
cheap. We need to go
back to the beginning
and recognize that
eating is an ethical
and moral act, one
which has long-term
repercussions on our
bodies, our society and the 
planet.

In the 1980s, The
Cravings Group (TCG) and
CCA (Center for Culinary
Arts, Manila) founders
Annie Guerrero and her 

GoingBack

Sisterfields, The Cravings Group’s new restaurant in Tagaytay,
leads the way in sustainable dining

TO THE BEGINNING

daughter Badjie Trinidad
were at the very forefront of
this movement. They were
the first in the Philippines
to receive ISO 14001
certification for the successful
implementation of an 

Environmental Management
System (EMS) in all the
aspects of their operations.
This includes the sourcing of
local ingredients, sustaining
farmers by paying them
humane wages, and reducing
waste through the Bokashi
method of composting,
where kitchen scraps are
layered with an organic
inoculant and other effective
microorganisms.

With their new restaurant,
Sisterfields in Summit Ridge
Hotel in Tagaytay, and their 

FARM FRESH BOUNTY
(Left to right) Organic
greens are grown a
stone’s throwaway from
the restaurant; Chef
Noel de la Rama puts

on his Chopped Green
Salad with Green
Goddess Dressing; Tart-
sweet local raspberries
are also being grown on 
a nearby farm.
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Not your grandmother’s Cobb salad
Still quite similar to the classic Cobb, with its hearty 
helpings of roast chicken, diced ham and hard-boiled 
eggs, Chef Noel’s modern take on this sour-cream 
based, tarragon-chive green goddess dressing 
considerably brightens the many colorful vegetables 
in this dish. 

A better bowl of pasta
Here, arugula functions 
as a much-needed 
bitter counterpoint to 
the fattiness of the 
longanisa; and the 
richness of the heavy 
cream. Wild mushrooms 
add another level of 
umami to this otherwise 
simple pasta dish. 

partnership with New York-based, 
award-winning Chef Noel de la Rama, 
this mother-and-daughter tandem has 
upped the ante when it comes to walking 
the sustainability talk. However, theirs
has been a challenging journey thus
far; while it was important to consider
sourcing their ingredients within a five-
to-ten kilometer radius (as is one of the
tenets of locavorism), there were times

when it was not always possible to do so. 
Neither could they compromise on the 
quality and taste of their food. 

Thus says Chef Noel: “To be honest 
with you, not everything is available
here. There’s a dairy farm with goat
cheese and milk in Tagaytay, so we’re
able to source from here; and the beef
for our bulalo comes from here as well.
But for our burgers and beef brisket,

both of which require more tender, 
softer cuts of meat, rather than sacrifice 
quality, I’d rather go with New Zealand 
or Australian beef. Still, we’ll always try 
to put a Filipino spin on them, by using 
local ingredients like Cerveza Negra, 
calamansi, longanisa and kesong puti.” 

In the next page, the recipes Chef 
Noel shares with us are some of the best-
selling menu items at Sisterfields. These 
dishes exemplify how we can integrate 
our abiding locavore values in the more 
modern and global context of the food
we eat and prepare.
Summit Ridge Hotel, Km. 58 Gen. 
Aguinaldo Highway, Maharlika West, 
Tagaytay City, (02) 240-6888, 
www.summithotels.ph 
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Chopped Salad with 
Green Goddess 
Dressing
Serves 6

SALAD:
1 1/2 cups roast chicken,   

shredded

1 1/2 cups diced ham

1 1/2 cups asparagus, trimmed

and blanched

1 1/2 cups cherry tomatoes,   

sliced in half

1 1/2 cups kesong puti

3 hard-boiled eggs, sliced in   

half

GREEN GODDESS DRESSING:

1 medium garlic clove, smashed

1 cup mayonnaise

1/2 cup sour cream

1/2 cup parsley

1/4 cup tarragon

2 tablespoons chives

2 tablespoons lemon juice

1/2 teaspoon salt, or to taste 

black pepper, to taste

1. Arrange salad greens in a

platter or bowl. Arrange the

rest of the components on top

of the salad greens.

2. For the dressing, combine

a blender, and process until

smooth. Mix in fresh herbs and

lemon juice. Season to taste. 

Chill until needed.

3. Toss the dressing with the

salad or serve it on the side.

Grilled Chicken
Quesadillas with
Roasted Peppers and 
Mushrooms
Serves 4

5 tablespoons cream cheese

1/2 cup grated sharp cheddar   

cheese

2 tablespoons olive oil

1 onion, sliced

2 garlic cloves, crushed

1/4 kilo grilled chicken breast,

cut into strips

1 large red bell pepper, roasted

and cut into strips

1/2 cup sliced mushrooms

1/2 teaspoon chili powder

1/4 teaspoon ground cumin

2 tablespoons chopped cilantro

in diameter

1. In a bowl, combine cream

cheese and sharp cheddar

cheese. Set aside.

2. In a pan, heat oil and sauté

onion and garlic until fragrant.

Combine with the rest of

the ingredients, except the

tortillas. Fold in the cheese

mixture.

3.

tortilla, leaving a 1/2-inch

border, then fold over to make

a half-moon shape.

4. In a lightly oiled skillet, cook

the quesadillas for 1 minute on

each side.

5. Serve with avocado crema

and corn and tomato salsa on 

the side (recipes below).

AVOCADO CREMA:
1 cup avocado meat

2 tablespoons sour cream

1 teaspoon lime

salt and pepper, to taste

Combine all the ingredients 

and blend until smooth.

CORN AND TOMATO SALSA:
1/2 cup corn kernels, fresh or

canned

1/4 cup diced small tomatoes

2 tablespoons chopped onions

1 teaspoon mashed garlic

1 tablespoon chopped cilantro 

1 teaspoon lime juice

1 tablespoon olive oil

salt and pepper, to taste

Combine all the ingredients

and chill until ready to use.

Penne with Longanisa,
Mushrooms, Arugula 
Serves 4

2 tablespoons olive oil

longanisa, skin   

removed

1/2 cup diced onions

3 garlic cloves, crushed

2 cups sliced wild mushrooms

1/4 cup white wine

1 cup diced small tomatoes

2 tablespoons fresh thyme   

leaves

1 dried bay leaf

1/2 cup heavy cream

pinch of sugar

fresh spinach leaves

1 cup shaved or grated 

queso de bola

1. Cook pasta in salted water

until al dente. Save one cup of

the pasta water to help thicken

the sauce.

2. Heat oil in a saucepan over

medium heat, add longanisa

and render for about 5 minutes

or until meat is cooked.

Add onions and sweat for 2

minutes. Add garlic and cook

until softened and aromatic,

about 2 minutes.

3. Add mushrooms and cook

until softened and excess liquid

evaporates. Deglaze with white

wine, cooking for 1 minute. Add

tomatoes, fresh thyme and bay

leaf. Bring to a boil and simmer 

10 to 15 minutes or until

slightly thickened.

4. Mix in heavy cream and

sugar, cooking for 2 minutes.

Adjust consistency by adding

some of the reserved pasta

water. Toss in cooked penne

and cook for a minute or until 

sauce sticks to it.

5. Remove from the heat

and add the baby arugula or

spinach. Toss until just wilted.

To serve, sprinkle some grated 

queso de bola on top. 
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By GINNY MATA

Photography by TERRY UY

Styling by ANGELIQUE ABESAMIS CASTRO

Recipes by RUSHEL CALDERON and JOEY PRATS 

A Bacolod tradition:
Felicia’s ensaymada

As big as the span of
your outstretched palm,

this Bacolod favorite

(queso de bola), but it
is utter perfection. It
has tons of volume,

is slightly heavy, with
just the right balance of
saltiness and sweetness

from its rich swaths of
butter and cheese.

So much more thant just enriched bread, this pastry is near 
and dear to our hearts and our memories as Filipinos

Coming home to
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T
here is a certain slant of light we associate with
Sunday merienda in the family kitchen, softly
gilding the nooks and corners of this hallowed space,

where we’ve spent many afternoons talking about life
and love with the women who raised us. Warm, golden
ensaymada is laid out on plates that are as old as we are,
served with hot, thick tsokolate eh in chipped china tea
cups. Between mouthfuls of luxurious butter and cheese,
the world refracts and enlarges, where past, present and
future collide. This iconic pastry is so much more than
just the enriched bread we inherited from Mallorca.
For us Filipinos, ensaymada reminds us of home, of
our collective yearning to belong, and of our beloved 
mothers and grandmothers, too.

The art and craft of ensaymada-making is
relatively easy to learn, yet notoriously difficult to
master. One may argue that the skill level of bakers 

can be determined by their ability to make good
ensaymada. It’s essentially a paradox: it must have
structure, it must be rich, flavorful and buttery, yet
it should still be light and fluffy, with visible and
distinct layers inside. To accomplish such a feat
requires patience, passion, precision, dedication
and an obsessive need for perfection, all essential
qualities of excellent bakers. In the next few pages,
we’ve gathered together some of the best bakers
in the Philippines—Pearl de Guzman of Baby Pat
Bread and Pastries (Laguna); Chef Joey Prats of
Luxury Sweets (Manila); and Chef Marisan Aguilar
of Felicia’s Pastry Café (Bacolod). They part the veil,
so to speak, and show us what it takes to reach the
pinnacle of baking success, and why their love for
their mothers is the raison d’être of their ensaymada 
devotion. 

Galvanized tray, teapot, tea cups
and saucers, napkins, and butter
dish, Pottery Barn, Central Square,
Bonifacio High Street, (02) 950-8187, 
FB: PotteryBarnPH

The guild of great
ensaymada bakers
What do these three

excellent bakers have in
common? Their love of

their mothers, and their
passion, dedication, and

the pursuit of perfection.
From left: Pearl de

Guzman, Chef Joey Prats
and Chef Marisan Aguilar
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Chef Joey Prats and the “Rolls
Royce” of ensaymadas
Even if the price point is admittedly quite high, at P2,100
for a dozen, Chef Joey does an average of at least 50 to
60 dozen a day, in all four variants: Parmigiano Reggiano,
Cheddar, Chorizo de Cebu, and Salted Egg & Cream Cheese.
(Last Christmas, he did as much as 150 dozen a day!)
In line with the utter decadence of his brand, Chef Joey also
gives us his own take on hot chocolate, using dark Belgian 
chocolate instead of tablea, in the recipe on page 59.

Blue plates and napkins, Pottery Barn, Central Square, Bonifacio 
High Street, (02) 950 8187, FB: PotteryBarnPH
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Baby Pat and the
ensaymada revolution
It’s the reinvention of
classical ensaymada
that home baker Pearl de
Guzman of Baby Pat Breads
and Pastries is known for,
from the sweet (Speculoos, 
Nutella, Latik, Tablea,
Peanut Butter Chocnut,
Gruyère) to the savory (Vigan
Longanisa, Sweet Ham,
Bacon, and Majestic Ham).  
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T
rue artisans make it their life’s work
to seek out and achieve perfection:
“it’s passable,” or “that’ll do” is just

not part of their vocabulary. They
expect nothing short of perfection
when it comes to their own work. Such
is the case for FOOD columnist and
pastry chef Joey Prats, who has already
made his mark in the pastry world with
his school (the Joey Prats School of
Baking and Pastry Arts) in Parañaque,
and his Luxury Line of desserts. “Every 
single item in my repertoire…every
single cake, pie, pastry, cookie and
bread is an extension of me,” he affirms. 

When asked to recall his first
memory of ensaymada, he cannot
help but wax poetic: “It was 1979. I
remember walking in on my mom
preparing a batch of this wonderful,
buttery bread. Her recipe, which was
passed onto her by her mom, made a
profound and lasting impression on
me. The rich, golden, pillow-soft buns,
lavishly topped with melted butter,
rolled in fine sugar, and crowned with
glorious Edam cheese, were utterly 

exquisite! Of course, back then, I had no
inkling how life-changing it would be.” 
It would take eleven months, one
week, and two days to perfect his
ensaymada formula. He employs
a procedure similar to making
sourdough bread; fermenting the
dough in a temperature and humidity
controlled environment for over 36
hours before it is shaped and baked.
“This long fermentation process allows
the dough to develop a richer flavor
and mouthfeel,” he explains. And for
Chef Joey, price is not a consideration
when it comes to using only the most
premium ingredients: pure Danish
butter, heavy cream, pasteurized eggs
and Pamigiano Reggiano from Italy. “I
believe our niche market will pay good 
money for quality,” says Chef Joey.
“We believe in the artisanal way of
doing things … never mass-produced,
everything handcrafted in small
batches.” Luxury Sweets by Joey Prats,
7302 Cypress Street, Marcelo Green
Village, Paranaque City, (02) 831-2688,
Facebook: Luxury Sweets by Joey Prats

H
aving grown up in her
mother’s bakeshop, Pat’s
Cakehouse in Cavite in

the 1970s, Pearl de Guzman
was exposed to the baking of
many kinds of breads, cakes
and pastries. After her Mama
Pat passed away eight years
ago, she began her home-based
bakeshop in Sta. Rosa, Laguna.
She named her business Baby
Pat, after her mother and her
two children, Patrice and
Patrick.

In Pat’s Cakehouse, people
lined up for their most popular
item, ube ensaymada, so it’s
not a coincidence that this
is her best selling variant for
Baby Pat too.“Inspired by the
patronage of Caviteños of my
mom’s ensaymada, I wanted
to recreate it with premium
ingredients and a variety of
flavors for today’s modern and
global Filipinos,” she shares. 

Over the holidays, she
told her customers that she
had to stop making the salted
egg variant temporarily, as
there was a shortage of good
salted eggs in the market. This
was because those that were
available had not been allowed
enough time to ferment and
develop the necessary piquant 
salted egg flavor.

“As the entire baking
process takes about ten to 12
hours, efficiency is also key for
us as we dispatch the boxes of
ensaymada on the same day
they are baked,” she says.
It’s no wonder she has
developed a loyal customer
base, with many balikbayans
ordering from her in advance
to bring back as gifts and
pasalubong when they travel
abroad. Baby Pat Breads and
Pastries, (0917) 790-1127, 
Facebook: mybabypat

The Philosophy of Chef Joey Prats

For the Love of Pat: Pearl
de Guzman and Baby Pat 
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F
or Negrenses, one may say that
food is the axis upon which their
world revolves, equal in estimation

to the Pampagueños when it comes to
their appreciation of everything that is
delicious and soul-satisfying. And what
could be more symbolic of this than
ensaymada? Unabashedly forthcoming
with its lashings of butter, cheese and
sugar, one cannot help but surrender to
its forgiving embrace: Have one more
bite, it beckons, everything will be all
right.

It was this kind of mentality that
Chef Marisan Aguilar grew up with, as
she watched her mom make ensaymada
for their home-based baking business.
Chef Marisan would go on to develop
this business with her partners Chef
Vincent Macasa, Carla Lacson, and
Andrew Montelibano, and it’s now
become the enormously popular
Felicia’s Pastry Café in Bacolod.

Just like Pearl de Guzman, Chef
Marisan keeps the memory of her
mother alive by continuing to make
ensaymada for Felicia’s. “She’ll always
be my best friend,” she smiles, “and
this is my way of connecting to her,
of knowing that she will always be
there for me.” Felicia’s Pastry Café, 6th
Street, Lollo Bldg., Bacolod City, Negros
Occidental, (034) 433-6586, (034) 709-
1123. For shipment of products, call Hana 
(0927) 140-7892 or (0928) 985-6253, 
Facebook: Felicia’s Pastry Cafe

Baking in
Bacolod the
Felicia’s Way

Pan-toasted Felicia’s
Ensaymada with
Muscovado Glazed Ham
and Melted Raclette
By Vincent Macasa of Felicia’s

butter, softened

muscovado sugar

1 slice Canadian or farmer’s ham

raclette cheese, grated

1 piece ensaymada

1. Heat a nonstick pan over medium-

low heat. Melt butter on it.

2. Sprinkle muscovado sugar on

the ham slice. Fry in the melted

butter until the sugar caramelizes. 

3. Layer the raclette on top of

the ham, and let it melt. Set

aside. Wipe the pan clean.

4. Slice ensaymada in half. Like

sandwich bread, layer the muscovado-

glazed ham with raclette on top

of 1 ensaymada half. Top with

the other ensaymada half.

5. Melt more butter on the pan

and fry the ensaymada on both 

sides until golden brown. 

Ensaymada as
an ingredient

Ensaymada is a versatile
ingredient that can be

used in making decadent
sandwiches, as shown here

by Chef Vincent Macasa.
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The Art and Craft of Ensaymada-Making 
To make good ensaymada, one needs three things: (1) high 
quality ingredients (butter and cheese); (2) proper technique 
(shaping in particular); and (3) patience, above all. Our bakers 
say that they themselves went through many sleepless nights, 

perfect their recipes. The secret is in the long fermentation time, 
the minimum of which is at least twelve hours—this is where the 

ensaymada comes from. There can be no shortcuts 
here: one simply needs to wait. (And that, in itself, may be the 

that follow, Chef Rushel Calderon shows us how to make four 
different kinds of ensaymada using one base dough.
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Basic Ensaymada
By Rushel Calderon

Makes 6 pieces (about 80 

grams each)

1 teaspoon instant yeast

1/2 teaspoon salt

1 large egg + 1 egg yolk

6 tablespoons melted butter

1/2 cup milk

2 tablespoons granulated 

sugar

TOPPINGS:
1/2 cup soft butter 

1/2 cup sugar

1/2 cup grated queso de 

bola or cheddar cheese

1. Sift together all-purpose 

2. In a bowl, whisk together 

eggs, melted butter, milk 

and sugar. Mix until sugar 

has dissolved. Combine with

the sifted dry ingredients. 

Mix to form into a dough.

3. Knead dough by hand 

until it becomes smooth and

elastic. If using a mixer, use 

a dough hook attachment 

and mix at low speed for 

3 minutes. Then mix at 

medium speed for 8 to 10 

minutes or until the dough 

has become smooth and 

elastic.

4. Shape the dough into a 

ball. Transfer to a bowl and 

cover with a kitchen towel 

or plastic wrap. Let rise for 2

hours or chill overnight.

5. Form dough into a log 

and cut into 6 equal parts. 

each dough piece into an 

oval or oblong shape. Brush 

center with soft butter and 

roll into a log. Elongate to 

about 8 to 10 inches. Shape 

into a single coil or knot 

with one end at the bottom 

and the other end knotted 

Hidden within crisp

folds of wax paper, this

light and airy, almost

cake-like, Cunanan

ensaymada has always

been a mainstay on

many top ten ensaymada

lists. Made by (and

named after) Maricel

Cunanan, it boasts a

44 Jasmin Street, Valle

Verde 2, Pasig City, (02)

631-0798

CHEF’S NOTE You can
ferment the dough overnight
in the chiller, also known as
retarding, to make the dough

resulting ensaymada a nice
aroma.

in the middle. Place in an 

ensaymada

pan. Cover with a kitchen 

towel or plastic wrap. Let 

rise for 30 minutes to 1 

hour.

6. Preheat oven to 350°F. 

Bake ensaymada until 

golden brown, about 15 to 

20 minutes. 

7. Combine soft butter and 

sugar and brush on top of 

cooled ensaymada. Top with 

grated queso de bola or 

Ube Ensaymada
By Rushel Calderon

Makes 6 pieces (about 80 

grams each)

1 recipe basic ensaymada

(recipe above)

1/4 to 1/3 cup ube halaya

(step 5 above), instead 

of brushing butter in the 

center, spread 1 teaspoon of 

ube halaya in the center of 

the dough. Fold the dough 

ends and one side, then roll 

into a log. Elongate to 8 to 

10 inches. Coil the log into a 

single knot. Follow steps 6 

and 7 in the recipe above.

FLAVORED VARIATIONS:

Yema Ensaymada: Fill with 1 

teaspoon yema spread.

Dulce de Leche Ensaymada: 

Fill with 2 teaspoons dulce 

de leche.

Savory Ensaymada: Use 

chopped chorizo or other 

to 2 teaspoons.

Ensaymada Love in Valle Verde

Thick Belgian-Style 
Hot Chocolate
By Joey Prats

Serves 4 to 6

4 cups fresh whole milk

2 cups real dark Belgian chocolate `

1/4 cup unsweetened alkalized 

cocoa powder

2 tablepoons caster sugar

1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

1. Bring milk to a simmer in a large 

saucepan.

2. Add chopped chocolate and whisk 

until chocolate is melted.

3. Add cocoa powder, caster sugar 

and pure vanilla extract.

4. Continue simmering for 5 

minutes, whisking constantly.

5. Ladle into cups and serve 

immediately.
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By ANNE MARIE OZAETA

Photography by PAULO VALENZUELA | Styling by NANCY DIZON EDRALIN

Recipes courtesy of JAPANESE DISHES FOR WINE LOVERS by MACHIKO CHIBA

EVERYDAY DINNERS

N
o one can argue that Japanese cuisine has taken the
world—and the Philippines—by storm! While we can
enjoy favorites like sushi, tempura, ramen at countless
Japanese restaurants around the country, we can also
recreate this cuisine’s clean, subtle flavors at home,

with dishes familiar enough to us, but surprisingly not at all
difficult to cook. For these featured recipes, credit is due to
acclaimed cookbook author, inventor and food consultant
Machiko Chiba who has used her expertise in Japanese
cooking to transform traditional recipes, usually tedious and
complicated to make, into modern, easy-to-do, healthy dishes 
that you can serve as either an appetizer or main course.

Homestyle
Japanese

Culinary expert Machiko Chiba teaches us how to cook
these delicious classics just like home cooks do in Japan

Scattered Seafood Sushi

Love sushi? Then here’s a fun
and fuss-free way to make it

at home without having to
learn how to shape them into

rolls. While fresh seafood is
always the best option, you
can use frozen seafood, too.

Just make sure to buy from a
trusted source and to thaw

it properly in the refrigerator
overnight before slicing.
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Yakitori

The secret to this popular
Japanese grilled delicacy is in
the spice, shichimi togarashi
to be exact, which is a blend
of seven different spices and
other ingredients to create
that distinct Japanese heat.

select supermarkets and most
Japanese specialty groceries.

For the grilled shishito
peppers, feel free to use long,

EVERYDAY DINNERS
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Pan-fried Salmon with Lemon,
Soy Sauce and Thyme

Machiko Chiba departs from
traditional Japanese cuisine with
this salmon dish that introduces

of ingredients like olive oil, lemon
and thyme. Make sure to slightly

undercook the salmon so as not to
overdry it. The center should remain

pink, soft and moist.
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EVERYDAY DINNERS

Miso Pork

Miso, a traditional Japanese 
ingredient, is made from 

soybeans fermented with salt 
and a fungus called koji. Miso 

comes in many varieties, mainly 
red and white miso. At once 
salty, sweet and sometimes 
earthy, miso brings a whole 

no-fail pork recipe. You can 
use this miso marinade with 
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Tuna Tataki with 
Wasabi

This Japanese classic 
dish celebrates fresh 

tuna in all its red 
meat glory. Tuna 

boasts loads of 
omega-3 fatty acids 
which help prevent 

heart disease and can 

among many other 

fact the American 
Heart Association 

recommends we eat 

omega-3 fatty acids 
at least twice a week. 

JAPANESE DISHES FOR WINE LOVERS by Machiko Chiba (Kodansha USA, 2015)

Machiko Chiba’s latest book is an updated edition of the original, printed in 2005. She shares 

and aromas of Japanese cuisine. She dispels the myth that one can only serve dry white wine 

variety of Old and New World red, white, rosé and sparkling wines, to demonstrate that one can 

really drink any style of wine with Japanese cuisine. 

Japanese Food for Wine Lovers is available on www.amazon.com. The recipes featured here are 

reprinted with the author’s permission.
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EVERYDAY DINNERS

Scattered Seafood 
Sushi
Serves 6

6 medium shrimp

100 grams fresh squid

3 fresh scallops

1 avocado

9 cups sushi rice (recipe below)

3 tablespoons ikura salmon roe

3 tablespoons wasabi paste

1. Boil the shrimp in their shells

and then remove the shells.

2. Roughly chop the squid,

tuna, salmon and scallops.

3. Slice the avocado into 1/2-

inch cubes.

4. Mound the sushi rice into a

serving bowl and top with the

seafood, avocado, salmon roe 

and wasabi.

Sushi Rice
Serves 4 to 6

2 1/2 cups rice

2 1/2 cups water

1 sheet konbu (kelp),

4 x 4 inches

4 tablespoons vinegar

3 tablespoons sugar

2 teaspoons salt

1. Wash and soak the rice, then

drain. Make 1/2 inch cuts along

each side of the konbu, and

soak in water for about 1 hour. 

2. Place the rice in a large

saucepan or rice cooker.

3. Remove the konbu pieces

from the water and discard,

then add the water to the rice

and cook according to the

instructions for rice.

4. Combine the vinegar, sugar,

and salt in a small bowl, then

add to the cooked rice and mix 

thoroughly.

 

Yakitori
Serves 4

SAUCE:
6 tablespoons soy sauce

6 tablespoons mirin

1 tablespoon sugar

2 tablespoons water

450 grams boneless chicken   

thigh meat

1 tablespoon olive oil

shichimi togarashi or seven-

spice pepper (or chili pepper),

to taste

shishito peppers

lemon juice

1. To make the sauce, combine

the soy sauce, mirin, sugar,

and water in a frying pan, and

simmer on low heat until the

mixture is reduced about 10

percent. Set aside.

2. Cut the chicken into bite-

sized pieces. Add the olive oil

to a large iron skillet, spread

it over the bottom of the pan

with a paper towel, and heat

until the oil just begins to

smoke.

3. Add the chicken pieces and

cook them, turning several

times, until they are golden

brown on both sides. Thread

them onto bamboo skewers,

brush with the sauce, then

return to the skillet, and heat

4. Arrange the chicken skewers

on a serving platter, drizzle

with the sauce, and sprinkle

with shichimi to taste.

5. Sear the shishito peppers

in the same skillet, and serve

with the yakitori. A tasty

alternative is to season the

chicken liberally with salt and

pepper before cooking instead

of brushing with sauce. While

cooking, sprinkle occasionally

with an extra dash of salt.

6.

served with shichimi seven-

spice red pepper and drizzled 

with lemon juice.

Pan-fried Salmon with
Lemon, Soy Sauce and 
Thyme
Serves 8

salt, to taste

juice of 2 lemons, divided

1 lemon

2 tablespoons soy sauce

2 tablespoons olive oil

1/2 tablespoon sugar

sprigs of fresh thyme, to taste

1. Sprinkle the salmon with

a small amount of salt and

squeeze the juice of 1 lemon

over the entire length of the

2. Oil a medium-sized frying

pan and place it on a medium

salmon and cook uncovered

until almost completely heated

through, then reduce the heat.

3. Cut the other lemon in half,

place both halves face side

down in the frying pan with

set aside.

4.

soy sauce, olive oil, sugar and

remaining lemon juice, and mix

to make the dressing.

5. When the salmon is cooked

platter with the heated lemon

pieces, and drizzle with the

dressing. Sprinkle with small

pieces of the fragrant thyme.

Miso Pork
Serves 6

2/3 cup soy sauce

3 tablespoons sugar

4 tablespoons miso

5/6 cup mirin

10 slices pickled ginger

3 naganegi (green onions), cut  

into 1 1/2-inch lengths

600 grams pork belly

1. Combine the soy sauce,

sugar, miso, mirin and ginger in

a large mixing bowl, mix well

then add the naganegi.

2. Cut the pork in half, and

marinate in the miso sauce for

about half a day, or overnight.

3. Heat the oven to 350°F. 

Place the meat and about half

the miso sauce in an ovenproof

dish, and cook for 40 minutes.

4. As the meat is cooking, turn

it several times as necessary,

and baste with a little of the

remaining miso sauce each

time.

5. When the meat is done,

remove from the oven and

slice thinly. Pour any remaining

sauce over the meat, and serve.

Tuna Tataki with 
Wasabi
Serves 8

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

1 450-gram block tuna

1/4 cup spring onions, minced

shiso, for  

garnish, optional

2 tablespoons soy sauce

1 tablespoon wasabi

1. Prepare a large bowl of cold

water with ice cubes added.

2. Use a paper towel to spread

the oil over the surface of a

stainless steel frying pan, and

heat.

3. Add the block of tuna and

heat, turning several times,

until all sides are seared.

4. Remove the tuna from the

heat and place it immediately

in the iced water to prevent it

from cooking further.

5. When the tuna is chilled,

remove from the water, pat dry,

and slice into 1/4-inch slices.

6. Arrange the slices of tuna in

a ring on a serving plate, and

mound the spring onions in the 

center of the ring.

7. Garnish with the sprig of

shiso. Combine the

soy sauce and wasabi in a small

dish as a dipping sauce for the 

tuna slices.

Bay for providing the

salmon, scallops and tuna

in the photographed dishes.

For more information about
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Save the ocean
Eat Fish,
Enjoy the bounty of ocean-friendly choices

Photography by PAULO VALENZUELA | Styling by TINA CONCEPCION DIAZ

Recipes by HEIKO REICHEL, HYATT CITY OF DREAMS MANILA and 

ABY NACHURA

I
t’s hard to beat fish as a protein source. It’s full of 
flavor and chock-full of healthy benefits, too. But you 
should be aware that choosing which fish to buy from
the market or grocery can have a profound impact
on the environment and therefore, in the long term,

on everyone’s quality of life. This is because there’s a
tendency to overfish popular varieties like haddock or
eel, seriously depleting the oceans, and destroying the
health of our ecosystems.

To be a responsible fish-eater, choose sustainable
seafood for your dishes. Sustainable seafood, whether
fished or farmed, come from sources that can sustain
long-term fishing without endangering the health of the
fish population and the ecosystem. Selecting sustainable
fish varieties will reduce demand for overfished
populations, forcing fishermen to turn to more abundant
seafood. A win-win situation.

Here we share five recipes using fish varieties that
were sourced in the most environmentally-friendly way
possible. Remember, you make an enormous difference
just by being careful about what you eat and what you
buy.

COOK IT 5 WAYS

Thai Grilled Squid Salad 
with Cucumber Relish
A great summer salad full of 

just the right balance between 

dressing. Make sure you don’t 
char the squid. If you want a 

or mushrooms. 
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A Sure Source

Meliomar Inc. makes the screening process easier. A Manila-

Manila for processing. The tuna and mahi-mahi are processed 

For 
more information, visit www.blueyou.ch

Roasted Fresh 

Mackerel with Dill 

and Potato Salad

Mackerel is often 

character. If you’re 

we suggest making the 
most of its strong taste 

and balance it with 

cucumber.
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COOK IT 5 WAYS

Slipper Lobster Roll

exterior while being soft and 
steamy inside. Don’t shred the 

butter and lobster. 

 Sonoma placemat, Crate & Barrel
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Fish and Chips with 
Saffron Tartar Sauce

sure to dredge each piece fully 

this with a sauce made with a 

lemon. 
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Tuna Steaks with 
Ginger, Cilantro 
and Grilled Valencia 
Oranges
By Aby Nachura

Serves 4 to 6

about 4 to 5 steaks

1/2 teaspoon salt 

1/2 teaspoon fresh pepper

1/2 cup + 1 tablespoon olive 

1/2 cup Japanese soy sauce

1 tablespoon freshly minced 

ginger

1 1/2 cups chopped cilantro

1/2 cup freshly squeezed 

juice of Valencia orange

zest of 1 Valencia orange 

1/2 tablespoon lemon juice

1 tablespoon brown sugar

8 cups spinach

1 tablespoon butter

sliced into rounds and 

lightly brushed with 

brown sugar each side

1. Season both sides of the 

tuna steaks with salt and 

pepper.

2.

and brown sugar. Add tuna 

for at least 2 hours in the 

refrigerator. 

3. 

spinach and wilt slightly. 

Sprinkle with salt and 

from heat and set aside.

4. 

butter for 2 minutes on each 

5.

orange slices until slightly 

caramelized. Set aside.   

6.

marinade into a small 

saucepan and reduce until 

7. Top the wilted spinach 

followed by sliced oranges. 

Drizzle sides with marinade 

reduction.

COOK IT 5 WAYS

Cilantro and Grilled 
Valencia Oranges

you cook with it. Always slice 

make sure to pat it dry with 

this makes a huge difference 
in the quality of the dish.Marine blue dinner plate,

Crate & Barrel
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BE SAVVY 
ABOUT 
SEAFOOD

1. Buy local. 

2.

cooking a greater range 

3. Trace back to source. 

Always ask your 

4. Buy some of the 

often just discarded.

5.

squid.

6.

that buy their seafood 

from sustainable 

sources.

7. Support Sustainable 

Seafood Week this 

coming  February 

15 to 21 when 

and other stakeholders 

come together to 

share knowledge and 

raise awareness to 

menus and dining 

sustainable seafood will 

The Hyatt 

City of Dreams Manila, 

Marco Polo Ortigas, 

Shangri-La Hotels, The 

Peninsula Manila, Vask, 

Manila Marriott Hotel, 

World Makati, Alab, Le 

Club, Lulu and Hooch. 

For more information, 

visit Facebook: 

SustainableSeafood

WeekPh
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COOK IT 5 WAYS

Thai Grilled Squid
Salad with Cucumber
Relish
Recipe by Heiko Reichel, Hyatt 

City of Dreams Manila

Serves 4

and diced

2 tablespoons chopped

coriander

3 1/2 tablespoons mint leaves

1/3 cup spring onion

1/4 cup calamansi juice or

freshly squeezed lime

3 1/2 tablespoons chili garlic

garlic)

3 tablespoons garlic cilantro

coriander including the root)

lolorosso lettuce

1

2.

into diamond-shaped or bite-

sized pieces. Set aside.

3.

spring onion and shallots. Mix

calamansi or lime

sugar and salt. Toss gently.

4. Arrange the lettuce on a

platter and top with the salad

and the squic. Garnish with

Slipper Lobster Rolls
By Aby Nachura

Serves 4

1 1/2 kilos large slipper

3/4 cup Japanese mayonnaise

3 tablespoons lemon juice

2 tablespoons chopped fresh   

parsley leaves

1/2 teaspoon cayenne pepper

salt and freshly ground black

toasted

for brushing

green onion

1.

size pieces.

2.

3.

4. Generously brush cut sides

of the rolls with melted butter.

or until outer sides are crisp.

5. Fill each toasted bun to the

brim with chilled lobster salad.

Sprinkle each with chopped

chips or French fries.

Fish and Chips with
Saffron Tartar Sauce
Recipe by Heiko Reichel, Hyatt 

City of Dreams Manila

Serves 6

2 1/2 cups beer

3/4 tablespoon dry yeast

1 1/4 tablespoons malt vinegar

1 teaspoon sugar

3/4 tablespoon salt

1/2 kilo mahi-mahi

1.

make a smooth batter. Let rest

for 1 hour in a warm place.

2.

brown. Transfer to a plate lined

with paper towels to drain

excess oil.

3.

saffron tartar sauce (recipe

roasted potato wedges.

SAFFRON TARTAR SAUCE:
2 teaspoons anchovies

2 1/2 tablespoons capers

4 tablespoons pearl onions

3 1/2 tablespoons cornichons   

(French pickles)

1 boiled egg

2 1/2 cups mayonnaise

2 teaspoons chopped parsley

2 teaspoons chopped tarragon

3 1/2 tablespoons yoghurt

1/2 teaspoon saffron

taste

1.

2.

cornichons and boiled egg.

3. Mix mayonnaise then

add all the other remaining

ingredients.

4. Season with salt and

cayenne pepper. Add a few

drops of Worcestershire sauce.

Roasted Fresh
Mackerel with Dill
By Aby Nachura

Serves 4

2 teaspoons paprika

divided

1 tablespoon olive oil

1 teaspoon chopped dill

1.

2.

mix well.

3.

garlic paste. Set aside in the

refrigerator for about 1 hour.

4. Line a baking sheet with

parchment paper and brush

on the paper and season the

skin with chopped dill and

remaining sea salt. Roast for

5.

salad (recipe below). Drizzle 

with remaining potato salad

freshly chopped dill.

Potato Salad
By Aby Nachura

Serves 4

1/2 kilo baby potatoes

1 tablespoon olive oil

and thinly sliced

1. Boil potatoes in a large pan

tender. Drain the water then

lightly with the back of a fork.

2. Add green onions and stir

well to combine. Season with

salt to taste. Add 2 tablespoons 

VINAIGRETTE:
1 tablespoon white wine  

vinegar

1 teaspoon Dijon mustard

1/4 cup extra virgin olive oil

sea salt and freshly ground   

small bowl and whisk together

with a fork. Season with salt

and pepper to taste. Set aside. 
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Throw a fun and friendly get together that’s
as easy and special as you want to make it

T
he sandwich is 
a work of sheer 
genius. It’s easy 
to make and the 
possibilities are 

endless. All you need is 
bread, filling and your 
favorite condiments, and 
you can go from gourmet 
to as simple as you please. 
We take so much pleasure 
in our sandwiches that 
we decided to throw this 
casual sandwich party, 
created by Jeremy Slagle 
of Mister Delicious. 
Known for his fine quality 
cured and smoked meats, 
Jeremy’s sandwiches are 
superb creations lovingly 
made using his very own 
corned beef and bacon, 
and he even makes 
his own mayonnaise, 
sauerkraut and pickles! 
Be inspired and throw 
your own D.I.Y. sandwich 
party.

The 
BGAAT 

Or bacon, goat’s 

cheese, avocado, 

arugula and 

tomato on rye.   

This version of the 

classic BLT gets 

an upgrade  by 

swapping lettuce  

for arugula, and  

using artisanal 

goat’s cheese and 

Adding avocado 

adds a creamy 

refrreshing 

contrast to the 

crisp bacon.
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Entertaining

HAVE SANDWICH,

WILL PARTY
By TROY BARRIOS

Photography by JC INOCIAN | Styling by NINI FALCON | Recipes by JEREMY SLAGLE of MISTER DELICIOUS



Set the table. It’s easy.
The appeal of a sandwich party is in its air of relaxed informality, but your guests
will still appreciate a nice table setup. Keep it easy and simple. Here we’ve chosen
a very casual look with textured wood and an earthy palette. Throw a runner over 
an old table. Mix up some mason jars and beer mugs. Potted plants anchor the
runner and make a nice counterpoint to the baskets of bread, chips and beer.

Stump place card holder, cracker basket, table runner, Crate & Barrel, with branches at SM Aura Premier, SM Makati, SM Megamall

ENTERTAINING

IT’S ALL IN THE

DETAILS

Pretty, hand-written
place cards will make
your party feel a little
less casual... perfect
when you want to get
a little dressed up and
perhaps serve wine
and cocktails, instead 
of beer



Menu
Sandwich Bar

The BGAAT

Classic Corned 

Beef Reuben

Vieux Nice

Hawaiian Bun 

Ham Sliders

The Elvis

Condiments
Dijon and brown 

mustard

horseradish

assorted pickles

black and 

white pepper

mayonnaise

aioli

olives

Craft Beers
Pedro Endless 

Summer 

Wheat Ale

Pedro Elementary 

English Ale

Katipunan 

Pale Ale

Tarsier 

Wheat Beer

A charming 

table will make 

your guests 

want to linger 

until every 

morsel of food 

is eaten and 

there’s nothing 

left but beer, 

laughter and 

delightful 

conversation

VieuxNice

Serves 1

(recipe below) on a slice of

baguette.

2. Top with chickpeas,

French beans (recipe below),

bell peppers, eggs and

olives.

3. Drizzle with garlic aioli

(recipe below). Cover with

other baguette slice and

serve.
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Jeremy’s version the classic 

Tuna Niçoise is gorgeous 

enlivened by spiced chickpeas, 

hard-cooked eggs, garlic aioli 

and Provençal olives. Served 

on a baguette (naturally), it’s a 

sandwich that reminds you of 

sea and sunshine.



Hawaiian Bun
Ham Sliders
Serves 1 to 2

Spread mayonnaise and Dijon

mustard on bottom of a Hawaiian 

roll. Lay a generous amount of 

ham on the bread. 

Top with pickles and cover

with bread.

Just to be clear, a 
slider is not just a 
mini burger. These 
hefty yet diminutive 
delights combine 
Mister Delicious 
ham with sweet, 
tangy pickles (made 
using an old-time 
family recipe), 
nestled between 
griddled Hawaiian 
rolls slathered with 
mayonnaise and Dijon 
mustard. 



This classic is gorgeous served as an open face sandwich, with 
Mister Delicious corned beef brisket layered over special homemade 
fermented sauerkraut takes a month to make. Serve with emmental 
cheese and griddled rye bread, what you get is a perfect balance of 

Century City Mall

Classic Corned Beef
Reuben
Serves 1

Lay corned beef on 

a bread slice. Top with 

sauerkraut and Emmental 

cheese. 

Drizzle with Russian 

dressing (recipe below). 

Cover with remaining slice 

of bread.

RUSSIAN DRESSING:
Combine all ingredients and 

mix.
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The sandwich bar
The best thing about a sandwich 

suggest you set up a sandwich bar, so 

can make the sandwiches in advance 
(as shown) so the guests can simply 
choose the ones they like. Or, create 
a do-it-yourself buffet where people 
can make any sandwich they like (you 
can always print out a few ‘recipes’ to 
help the undecided). Must-haves for a 

quality breads, deli meats, different 
cheeses, vegetables for topping 
(tomatoes, onions, lettuce, pickles), 

spreads and condiments (aside from the 
usual mustard and mayo, get creative 

sundried tomato spreads). Don’t forget 

Bamboo plates, Crate & Barrel



SECRETS FROM THE 

SANDWICH MASTER
How to make your sandwiches 
go from good to extraordinary? 
Jeremy Slagle shares his tips:

Always use quality bread, and consider
its texture and hardness in relation to the 
filling. Soft breads will get soggy easily, 
but is also more suited for slippery filling 
that won’t slide out when you bite into it

Get creative with condiments. They’re the
little touches that make all the difference.

Make meat the focus of your sandwich.
The other ingredients should highlight, 
not overpower, the protein.

Have a good balance in terms of flavor,
textures and moisture. It’s the balance that 
will tell you you’ve got a great sandwich.

Mister Delicious, Hole in the Wall, Century
City Mall, (02) 403-8080, www.mrdelicious.ph

The Elvis

be a pop icon. So darned good you can hardly 
believe it, with a layer of insanely delicious 
applewood-smoked bacon on French toast, 
it’s slathered with peanut butter, topped with 
banana and served with a duo of lingonberry 
and blueberry jams. It all doesn’t make sense—
until you bite into it. And then you fall in love.
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Hoppy Hour
The perfect beverage
for warm weather
entertaining? A selection
of craft beers. They’re
fun and refreshing, with
lots of personality and
perfect for the laidback
vibe you need. Pedro is
a hometown craft beer

wheat ale, pale ale and
English ale. Available
at Family Mart branches

nationwide

Vieux Nice
(FROM PAGE 77)

TUNA CONFIT:

Combine salt, black 

pepper, lemon zest, ground 

clove and mix thoroughly.

with salt mixture until 

thoroughly coated. Cover 

and chill in refrigerator for 6 

hours. Remove and rinse off 

salt mixture from tuna.

Heat oil until it begins 

to bubble. Then add garlic, 

black peppercorn and fresh 

herbs and let oil infuse for 

1 hour.

4. Reheat herb-infused oil 

in a saucepot over medium-

low heat. Submerge tuna 

completely in oil and gently 

poach until just rare. 

5. Remove tuna and cool 

both the tuna and the oil. 

Re-submerge tuna in the 

oil once cooled to room 

temperature and chill in the 

refrigerator until ready to 

use.

PICKLED FRENCH BEANS:

 In a saucepot, add apple 

cider vinegar, water and 

sugar. Heat until sugar 

dissolves. Cool liquid then 

chill.

Clean and trim the French 

beans. 

in salted boiling water. Then 

immediately plunge beans 

into an ice bath.

Once beans are chilled, 

add vinegar-sugar solution. 

Keep pickled beans in the 

refrigerator until ready to 

use.

GARLIC AIOLI:

Combine egg yolks with 

lemon juice and whisk 

immediately. Slowly add 

olive oil, whisking vigorously 

to create an emulsion. 

Continue adding oil until 

the desired consistency is 

reached. Season with salt 

and pepper.

BGAAT
(Bacon, Goat Cheese, 
Avocado, Arugula, 
Tomato)
Serves 1

Place avocado slices on 

a slice of rye bread. Lay 

(recipe below) over avocado. 

Top with a generous heap of 

crisp bacon. 

Spread soft goat cheese 

on second piece of bread, 

then place over bacon. 

Serve.

TOMATO CONFIT:

the skin on the bottom of 

the tomatoes. 

Bring water to a boil. 

Prepare an ice bath. Quickly 

blanch tomatoes in the 

boiling water until the skins 

loosen, then remove and 

plunge immediately into the 

ice bath. Once tomatoes are 

chilled, peel and cut in half 

lengthwise. 

3. Drizzle tomatoes with 

extra virgin olive oil. Season 

with salt and black pepper. 

Add chopped parsley, thyme 

and garlic. 

4. Lay tomatoes cut-side 

up on a wire rack or a 

sheet pan. Slow roast in 

a preheated 325°F oven 

until tomatoes dry out and 

become sweet.

The Elvis
Serves 1

Make French toast by 

dipping bread slices in a 

mixture of egg and milk. Fry 

slices in butter.

Spread peanut butter 

on French toast. Lay bacon 

over bread. Top with slices 

of caramelized banana, then 

cover. 

Serve with lingonberry 

and blueberry jam on the 

side.

CARAMELIZED BANANAS:

Preheat a pan over medium-

high heat. Add butter, 

allowing it to turn brown. 

Add bananas and sauté 

quickly to caramelize. 

Remove from pan and let 

cool.

sells

great quality artisanal

bacon, ham, corned beef,

sauerkraut and pickles

to use in these recipes.

If you can’t source from

Mister Delicious, use good

quality ingredients from

a trusted supplier.Mister

Delicious products are

available at Hole in the Wall,

Century City Mall, Makati,

or visit www.mrdelicious.

ph, call (02) 403-8080, email

jeremy@mrdelicious.ph
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Is it jam, preserves
or conserves?
They’re all made using the
same method. The difference
is in the consistency—jams
are mashed while preserves
contain more whole fruit.
There’s also a difference in
what you use to make them.
Conserves typically are
made of a mix of fruits which
sometimes include dried fruit
and nuts. Jams and preserves
are made with only one kind
of fruit. To learn how to make
your own at home using local
fruits, turn to page 86.
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Make healthy, pectin-free fruit preserves sweetened
with honey or coconut sugar (yes it works!)

JAMSESSION

The power
of citrus

Citrus fruits are a great
way to brighten the

it, such as strawberries.

.

TINA CONCEPCION DIAZ

Photography by PAULO VALENZUEL A

Strawberry Jam
Makes about 1 cup

4 cups fresh whole

strawberries, cleaned,

hulled and sliced in half

juice and zest of 1/2 lemon,  

about 2 tablespoons

1 cup honey

1.

2.

3.
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Pure Fruit Mango Jam
Makes about 2 cups

2 kilos sweet, ripe mango, roughly chopped 

juice and zest of 1 lemon

1/2 cup honey

1.

2.

3.

Choose the right pot
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Kamias Jam
Makes about 2 1/2 cups

6 cups fresh kamias, sliced into rounds

2 cups coconut sugar

1/3 cup honey

1.

2.

3.

with sweet

of

white sugar. Steeping the
for a few

honey or coconut sugar
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Inspired by her travels, Chef Waya
Araos-Wijangco’s easy recipes are

delicious and healthy, too

By GINNY MATA | Recipes by WAYA ARAOS-WIJANGCO
Photography by PAULO VALENZUEL A | Styling by TINA CONCEPCION DIAZ

Good-for-you Roasted Eggplant
Couscous Salad
Serves 4 to 6

1 1/2 cups whole wheat 

couscous

1 eggplant, cut into

1-inch cubes, about 4 

cups

1 onion, chopped

1 red bell pepper, diced      

1 yellow bell pepper,

diced

1 tablespoon olive oil,

divided

salt and pepper, to taste

juice and zest of 1 lemon

2 tablespoons coarsely

chopped capers

chopped fresh cilantro

2 tablespoons crumbled

goat cheese feta

1/2 cup olives, preferably

Kalamata

lettuce or mixed greens

1. Preheat oven to 400°F.

2. Make couscous according to the

instructions on the box.

3. Place eggplant, onion and bell

peppers in a large bowl. Toss

with 2 teaspoons olive oil, salt

and pepper. Transfer mixture to

a rimmed baking sheet and pop

in the oven for 25 to 30 minutes,

stirring halfway through baking.

4. Once vegetables have cooled

a bit, place them in a large bowl

and toss with lemon juice, lemon

zest and capers. Add couscous to

the bowl and stir all together.

5. Finish the salad with fresh

chopped cilantro, crumbled goat

cheese and olives.

6. Line a platter with a layer of

lettuce or mixed greens. Top with

eggplant couscous salad. Drizzle

with remaining olive oil right 

before serving.

T
here is much to learn from Indian,
Middle Eastern and Mediterranean
cuisines about making and eating
healthy, delicious food that satisfies
body, spirit and soul. They make

sure the integrity of the vegetables and
proteins remains intact, while layering on
complex, sophisticated flavors with lots
of herbs (cilantro) and spices (cardamom, 

cumin, coriander). Chef Waya learned
how to make these recipes when she was
living in Melbourne, and continues to
recreate them through trial and error.
Now they can be found on the menu of
her lovely restaurant on Roces Avenue,
the Gourmet Gypsy Art Café. (For more
on Chef Waya and her life work, turn to   
page 116.) 

Load up on veggies
Couscous is a staple food
in North African and Middle
Eastern cuisines. It’s the very

it only has a one percent
fat-to-calorie ratio. Chef
Waya suggests you add more
eggplant than you think you
need, because it shrinks as it
cooks. To make the dish even
healthier and heartier, you
can add more vegetables like
zucchini and mushrooms.

GLOBAL
CLASSICS
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Yogurt Cardamom 
Roast Chicken 
Serves 4 to 6

seeds from 6 cardamom pods

1 teaspoon black peppercorns

2 teaspoons sea salt

1 teaspoon ground coriander

1 teaspoon ground cumin

3 garlic cloves, peeled

1 tablespoon olive oil

1/2 cup whole milk yogurt

1 tablespoon grated fresh   

 ginger

1 tablespoon freshly   

 squeezed lemon juice

1 whole chicken, about 1 1/2  

 spatchcocked

fresh cilantro leaves, for   

 garnish

1. Using a mortar with pestle, 

grind cardamom seeds and 

Add salt, coriander, cumin and 

garlic, then smash the garlic. 

Add the olive oil to form a 

paste. Stir in yogurt, ginger 

and lemon juice.

2. Place chicken in a large 

bowl or pan. Loosen the skin 

of the chicken and massage 

yogurt mixture between the 

skin and the meat all over the 

breast and thigh parts. Then 

smear remaining yogurt over 

the outside of the chicken, 

front and back. Refrigerate 3 

to 5 hours. Remove chicken 

from refrigerator 30 minutes 

before roasting.

3. Preheat oven to 425°F. 

Place chicken breast-side 

up in a baking pan or cast 

iron pan. Bake in oven 

until thoroughly cooked, 

45 minutes to 1 hour, when 

the thickest part of the 

thigh reaches an internal 

temperature of at least 165°F. 

4. Remove chicken and let 

rest for 15 minutes before 

carving. Serve garnished with 

cilantro leaves.

Try this healthy marinade
Indian cuisine makes use of all the elements 

here: yogurt, cardamom, cumin and coriander. 
Yogurt is key in making this dish lighter, while 
also imparting a tanginess that complements 

the many earthy herbs used. You can also 
substitute buttermilk instead of yogurt. 
Unless you’re using organic, free-range 

chicken, don’t marinate the chicken for too 

ensure that it doesn’t become too mushy. 
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Pavlova
Serves 6 to 8

4 large egg whites, room 

temperature

pinch of salt

1 cup + 2 tablespoons

1 teaspoon cornstarch

2 teaspoons white vinegar

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1 1/4 cups cream, whipped

1/2 cup passion fruit curd

Go light with meringue
The national dessert of Australia,
made with little more than egg
whites, vinegar, sugar and salt,
pavlova is perhaps the lightest

The trick to making the perfect
pavlova is to ensure that the
meringue center is completely
cooked. You can do this by
leaving the baked meringue
overnight in an oven that’s been
shut off, with a wooden spoon
wedged in the door to allow air 
to circulate inside the oven.

1 mango, cubed

1 cup strawberries, sliced

1 kiwi, sliced

1. Preheat oven to 300°F.

Using an 8-inch bowl as a

guide, trace the perimeter

of the bowl onto a sheet of

parchment paper. Transfer

parchment paper, pencil side

down, to a baking sheet. Set

aside.

2. In the bowl of an electric

attachment, beat egg whites

and salt together until

glossy peaks form. With

mixer running, add sugar in

3 additions, beating until

meringue is stiff and glossy.

Sprinkle in cornstarch,

vinegar and vanilla. Gently

fold to combine.

3. Mound the meringue in

the center of the 8-inch

circle. Using a spatula, 

evenly spread meringue out

towards the edges. Transfer

baking sheet to oven and

immediately reduce the

temperature to 250°F. Bake

for 1 hour and 15 minutes.

4. Turn off oven and let

meringue cool completely in

oven. When meringue is cool

and completely dry, top with

whipped cream, passion fruit 

curd and fruits.
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HOME BASICS | 30 minutes or less

Asian Noodle 
Express

p
asta may be the usual go-to when you
want something quick to cook, but
another option is to go Asian. These
pancit-style noodles will cook faster
than wheat-based pasta. If pressed for

time, you can lessen the number of veggies
or meat in the recipe, but don’t lessen the

seasonings lest the flavors change too much!
Chef Nancy created these noodle recipes
in honor of her friend and fellow chef Tina
Fineza who excelled at cooking Asian dishes
before she quietly passed away late last year
in Vancouver, Canada.

For a quick meal that’s filling and full of flavor, nothing beats Asian 
cellophane and rice noodles for ease of cooking that takes no time at all

Sotanghon with Tofu 
and Sambal
Serves 2 to 4

1 150-gram pack 

sotanghon noodles

1/4 cup canola oil

sliced into 1 x 1/2-inch 

pieces

2 tablespoons sesame oil

1/4 cup chopped onions

ginger

2 teaspoons turmeric 

powder

2 1/2 teaspoons ground 

cumin

1 teaspoon sambal oelek

3 tablespoons soy sauce 

4 tablespoons ketjap 

manis (sweet soy sauce)

2 tablespoons sliced 

garnish

1. Soak sotanghon in 

boiling water for 5 to 8 

minutes, drain and set 

aside. 

2. Heat canola oil in a large 

frying pan. Cook tofu until 

golden brown. Remove tofu 

from pan and set aside.

3. Add sesame oil, garlic 

and onions to the heated 

pan, stir and cook for 3 to 5 

minutes.

4. Add ginger, turmeric 

powder, cumin, sambal 

oelek, soy sauce and ketjap 

manis. Lower heat, add 

sotanghon and mix well. 

Cook for 2 to 3 minutes 

then turn off heat.

5. Transfer to a platter, 

sprinkle with spring onions, 

cilantro and peanuts. Serve 

hot. 

Secret is in the sambal 
Spice up this delicious vegetarian noodle dish with sambal oelek, a very 
spicy, slightly sour Indonesian hot sauce made from whole ground chilies, 
seeds included. You can adjust the flavor from mild to extra hot by adding 
or lessening the sambal oelek. If the sotanghon or glass noodles dry out, you 
can add more sesame oil. And feel free to add beef, chicken or shrimp for 
a non-vegetarian version of this dish. Sambal oelek and kedjap manis can 
usually be found in Asian specialty stores or select supermarkets.
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Bibimbap Noodles
Serves 4

BULGOGI:
1/2 cup soy sauce

reserved

1 tablespoon brown sugar

1 tablespoon minced garlic

1 tablespoon grated ginger

2 tablespoons chopped spring onions

2 tablespoons canola oil

NOODLES:
3 tablespoons sesame oil

1 tablespoon minced garlic

1 cup sliced shiitake mushrooms

2 cups bean sprouts

drained

divided

1. In a medium bowl, mix together soy

sauce, grated pear and its juice, brown

sugar, garlic, ginger and spring onions.

Add the beef slices and set aside.

2. In a skillet, heat the canola oil over

medium heat. Remove beef from the

marinade and reserve the marinade.

Cook beef until desired doneness.

Remove from the pan and set aside.

3. To cook the noodles, add sesame oil

and garlic to the heated pan. Cook for

3 to 4 minutes, then add the shiitake

mushrooms and bean sprouts. Cook for

3 to 5 minutes.

4. Add the rice noodles, reserved beef

marinade and half of the spring onions.

Cook for 5 to 8 minutes.

5. Divide noodles among 4 bowls. Top

with beef and fried eggs. Garnish with

seaweed strips and the rest of the spring

onions. Serve with hot sauce.

Use noodles instead
This classic Korean rice dish is reimagined 
as a tasty noodle dish. Replacing 
white rice, rice noodles are mixed 
with traditional bibimbap condiments 
of vegetables, meat, egg and other 
ingredients. Feel free to be creative with 
this savory mixture. You can replace the 
beef bulgogi with seafood, pork, chicken 
or make it vegetarian. 

HOME BASICS | 30 minutes or less
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Pancit Bihon with Squid Ink
Serves 2 to 4

200 grams pancit bihon noodles

1/4 cup olive oil

1/2 cup diced onions

1 cup diced tomatoes

1 tablespoon bottled squid ink

optional

garnish

1. Soak pancit bihon noodles in water 

until soft, then drain.

2. In a large skillet, heat olive

oil. Sauté garlic and onions until

translucent. Add tomatoes and cook

until softened.

3. Add squid, then season with salt and

black pepper. Cook until squid rings

are cooked through, around 4 to 6

minutes.

4. Add squid ink and noodles, and

sauté for 3 to 5 minutes. Add seafood

or chicken stock, if needed. Adjust

seasoning, then remove skillet from

heat.

5. Transfer noodles to a serving platter.

Garnish with lemon wedges and spring 

onions.

Ink it in!
Squid ink gives this dish its

deep black color and strong
flavor. You can adjust the
amount of squid ink used

to get the color and flavor
intensity you want. Make

sure not to burn the squid
ink when mixing it into

the noodles. If you don’t
have to extract the ink

from fresh squid, you can
opt to use bottled squid

ink, available in select
supermarkets and specialty

stores.
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Here’s how to make a restaurant-quality version of this deep-fried delicacy from Japan

Recipes courtesy of YURAKUEN JAPANESE RESTAURANT, Diamond Hotel Philippines
 Photography by PAUL DEL ROSARIO

Tempura 

C
runchy on the outside and juicy inside, tempura is that quintessential
Japanese dish Filipinos will always love. It takes practice to perfect
but it’s easy enough to cook at home. To learn the correct method of
preparing this classic dish, we visited Yurakuen, the award-winning
Japanese restaurant of Diamond Hotel Philippines, to get a step-by-

step lesson from sous chef Louie Rosela, who has been cooking at Yurakuen 
for 11 years. Thanks to his tips and techniques, you can recreate this 
Japanese specialty at home for all the family to enjoy.

HOME BASICS | cooking class

the classic way
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1
To prepare the shrimp,
remove the head and
shell. Scrape off the

black grit from the tail.
Remove the sharp edge at the
end of the spine. Devein the
shrimp, removing any black 
bits from the meat.

5
Coat the shrimp in
tempura flour. Then
dip it in the tempura

batter (recipe next page)
very briefly so that the
coating is not too thick.

2
Make incisions halfway
through the body all
along the back of the

shrimp. This prevents the 
shrimp from curling. 

6
Fry the shrimp in the
heated oil until light
golden brown, around

3 to 4 minutes. Turn the
shrimp to make sure all sides
cook. Make sure to remove
extra bits of batter to keep
the oil clean and to control 
the temperature.

7
Remove the shrimp
from the oil and place
on a rack or kitchen

towel to drain. Serve shrimp
with ground radish, ground
ginger and tempura sauce 
(recipe next page).

3
Apply slight pressure
across the shrimp,
shaping it to lengthen

the body. This also keeps the
shrimp straight during frying. 

4
For deep frying, use a
large enough wok or
pot so that the shrimps

do not crowd in the pot.
Heat soy oil in the pot until
it reaches a temperature of
350º to 375ºF. You can test the
temperature by sprinkling a
few drops of tempura batter
(recipe next page) over the
oil. If the batter bubbles to
the surface within a second,
then the oil is hot enough for 
frying. 

Paradise at Yurakuen
Yurakuen has garnered a well-deserved reputation for its authentic menu of traditional Japanese

dishes, from sushi and sashimi, to tempura, yakiniku and teppanyaki. Especially convenient is
its extensive list of set menus that cater to any preference and budget. But what makes this

restaurant truly a worthwhile destination is its spectacular setting. Named for the Japanese word

for “paradise,” Yurakuen boasts three-story high glass windows, an outdoor rock garden and an

iconic glass cherry blossom tree centerpiece. Aside from the 70-seater main dining room, the

restaurant also has a special Yakiniku Room, teppanyaki tables and two private function rooms.

Yurakuen is open daily from 11 AM to 10 PM. Diamond Hotel Philippines, Roxas Boulevard corner Dr. J. 

Ebi Tempura
Serves 4

16 pieces fresh shrimp,

21/25 size

(available at Japanese  
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1
Cut all the vegetables
diagonally into bite-
size portions. Slice

the eggplant last to avoid 
discoloration. 

2
Roll the vegetables in
tempura flour, then dip
into tempura batter 

(recipe below).
3

Fry the vegetables in
oil heated to 350º to
375ºF until light golden

brown, around 2 minutes.
Remove from oil and place
on a rack or kitchen towel
to drain. Serve with ground
radish, ground ginger and
tempura sauce (recipe 
below).

Vegetable Tempura
Serves 4

1 pumpkin

2 green bell peppers

4 asparagus spears

2 eggplants

TEMPURA BATTER:
700 grams tempura

water and egg yolks. Using

a whisk, mix the batter

slowly, making sure to avoid

creating too many bubbles.

Keep the batter cold by

placing it in an ice bath

or by chilling it for 5 to 10

minutes in the refrigerator 

before using.

TEMPURA SAUCE:

sauce

1/3 cup

available at Japanese  

In a small bowl, combine

water, mirin, soy sauce

and hondashi. Mix well to 

combine.
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Sweet Nostalgia
Relive your childhood through these popular classics from decades past 

Recipes adapted from SIMPLY DELICIOUS: 50 YEARS OF GOOD FOOD FROM MAYA
Photography by PAULO VALENZUEL A | Styling by TINA CONCEPCION DIAZ

You can use
cake mix, too

Carrot cake was invented in the 1960s

in Texas and has since become a

favorite in the United States and in

the Philippines. If you’re pressed for

time or don’t have all the ingredients,

just substitute 2 packs of Maya

Whole Wheat Carrot Cake Mix (230

grams) for the dry ingredients. Then

adjust the measurements of the wet

ingredients to 6 tablespoons vegetable

oil, 1/2 cup water and 2 eggs.

Carrot Cake with Cream 
Cheese Frosting
Serves 8 to 10

1 cup granulated sugar

1 teaspoon baking powder

1 teaspoon baking soda

1/2 teaspoon salt

3/4 cup oil

1 egg

carrots, plus extra for topping

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1. Preheat oven to 350°F. Grease

and line the sides and bottom of

a 9-inch round pan. Set aside.

2.

ingredients in a bowl. Add oil, egg,

carrots and vanilla. Using an

electric mixer, beat for 2 minutes at

medium speed until moistened.

3. Pour into prepared pan and bake

in preheated oven for 35 minutes

or until done. Cool for 10 minutes

before removing from pan. Cool

thoroughly then frost with cream

cheese frosting (recipe below).

4. To decorate, sprinkle extra

grated carrots on top of the cake.

CREAM CHEESE FROSTING:

1. Beat butter and cream cheese

together until soft and smooth.

2. Add confectioners’ sugar, 1 cup

at a time, and beat until light and

cake with the remaining frosting.

3. If you want to add piped car-

rots as decoration, set aside 1/4 of

the frosting. Divide reserved frost-

ing into 2. Color one portion green

and the other orange. Transfer to

individual piping bags and use to

decorate the cake with carrot shapes.
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It’s not a macaron
Before French-style macarons became

a craze, Filipinos were only familiar
with macaroons, those dense and

chewy coconut cookies with a crispy
top that were ubiquitous during our

childhood years. Unlike macarons,
macaroons are much easier to make

at home, to the endless delight of
the young and the not-so-young.

Macaroons

Makes 60 to 65 pieces

1/4 cup butter

1/2 cup sugar

1/2 cup condensed milk

4 cups desiccated coconut

1/2 cup sugar

1. Preheat oven to 350°F.

with paper cup liners. Set 

aside.

2. In a bowl, cream

butter until light and 

while gradually adding 

the sugar. Beat in the 

egg yolks and mix 

until smooth. Blend in 

condensed milk and 

desiccated coconut. 

3. In a separate bowl,

beat egg whites until 

frothy. Add sugar 

gradually and continue 

beating until stiff but not 

dry. Fold in the egg yolk 

with the mixture. Bake 

for 20 minutes or until 

golden brown.
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condensed milk or lessen

dessicated coconut.
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Roll it right!
This all-time favorite 

dessert literally means 
“the arms of Mercedes” in 
Spanish. The hardest step 

is rolling the meringue. 
Make sure to spread the 

meringue around 1 inch in 
thickness. If it’s too thick 
or too thin, the meringue 
will crack when you roll 

it. Make sure you don’t 
overbake the meringue. It 
should be cooked through 

but still soft enough to roll.

Brazo de Mercedes
Serves 9 to 12

MERINGUE:

1 teaspoon cream of tartar

1 cup sugar

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

FILLING:

1 390-gram can condensed milk

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

confectioners’ sugar, as needed 

for dusting

1. Preheat oven to 250°F. Grease 
and line a 14 1/2 x 11-inch jelly 
roll pan with parchment paper; 
grease again. Set aside.
2. In a mixer with a whisk 
attachment, beat egg whites 
until frothy. Add cream of 

tartar and beat until soft peaks 
form. Add sugar gradually, and 
continue beating until stiff 
but not dry. Fold in vanilla 
extract. Spread the meringue in 
the prepared pan. Bake for 30 
minutes or until formed. Prepare 

meringue to cool.
3. In a double boiler, combine 
egg yolks, condensed milk 
and vanilla extract. Cook 
over medium heat, stirring 
continuously until thick enough 
to spread.
4. To assemble, unmold the 
baked meringue on cheesecloth 
or brown paper sprinkled with 
confectioners’ sugar. Spread 

meringue. Roll lengthwise then 
slice as desired.

Do you remember the desserts of your 
childhood?  In the 1960s, there were 
silvanas and pineapple upside-down cake. 
In the 1970s, brownies and sans rival. The 
1980s saw the rise of black forest cake and 
chocolate mousse, and the 1990s gave us 
cheesecake and rocky road. We all have 
sweet memories of cakes baked by our 
moms or bought from bakeshops. Last 
year, to commemorate its 50 years in the 
food industry, Maya published Simply 
Delicious: 50 Years of Good Food. Adapted 
from the book, the desserts featured here 
offer a nostalgic peak into the treasure 
trove of recipes Maya has collected and 
shared throughout the years. Simply 
Delicious is available at National Bookstore 
and PowerBooks.

50 YEARS OF BELOVED 
RECIPES BY MAYA
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THE SECRET IS IN THE SIZZLE
Cely’s Carinderia’s top-selling
sisig with the requisite burnt bits 
of pork for added crunch
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FOOD TOUR

ByCHRISTINE NUNAG

Photography by LIMUEL DAYRIT

Take a trip off-track and discover
the sizzling legacy of Aling Lucing

beyond Angeles, Pampanga’s railroad 
crossing where the (spirit of the)
Sisig Queen still reigns supreme

A
bevy of nuns sit primly at a dinner inside the
Culinarium in Angeles, the city dubbed as
Pampanga’s restaurant capital. At the mere
mention that sisig’s on the menu, their faces
light up. And when the plateful arrives at

their table, these ladies of the church giggle demurely
and nudge each other like little girls about to commit
some mischief. For such is the charm and power of
sisig that it elicits an immediate reaction from young
and old alike, from all walks of life.

With the global recognition of Filipino cuisine,
sisig has broken through its Kapampangan borders
to enjoy international acclaim. By far the most
memorable declaration of sisig love-at-first-bite
came from Anthony Bourdain, who broadcast in his
2009 episode of No Reservations: Philippines: “For
me, the come-to-mama moment of my trip [is] that
most-loved of Filipino street foods. The strangely
addictive, sizzling-hot mélange of hacked-up pork
face—a crispy, chewy, spicy, savory and all-together
damn wonderful mélange of textures that just sings!”
The enamored chef-host proceeded to describe the 
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encounter as “magical,” and
the marriage between the
hot skillet and the “sweet
symphony of pig parts” an
act of “genius.” Happening all
at once, the crackling sounds
and sight of smoke mingling
with the intoxicating aroma
of charred pork meat, onion
spice and sour calamansi is
a seductive sensory assault
that consumes the soul and
clogs the arteries even before 
ingestion.

Sisig history
It has been nearly 300 years
since sisig was documented
in 1732 by the Spanish
priest Diego Bergano in
his work, Vocabulario de
la Lengua Pampanga en
Romance. He described it
as a “vinaigrette salad, an
acerbic hors d’oeuvre or
cocktail snack, or anything
that is fermented in vinegar.”
In about the same era,
sisig is mentioned as sisig
mabuktut, as unripe fruit to
cure the expectant mother’s 
nausea and morning
sickness. For a woman’s
later stages of pregnancy,
sisig was concocted with
pig’s ears and tail because
the cartilage was believed
to strengthen the bones
of the growing fetus. Fast
forward to the 1970s: while
many of us Kapampangans
enjoyed a social penchant
for pamanyisig (snacking
on green guava, mango
and other sour edibles), an
enterprising cook named
Lucia Cunanan began selling
sisig in Angeles. She added
pork cheeks, chicken liver
and onions to the old recipe,
and replaced vinegar with
calamansi. This concoction,
which made her famous
as Aling Lucing the Sisig
Queen, would become the
standard in sisig preparation
for generations to come.
Around the 1980s, a local
eatery run by the Sugay
family began to serve sisig
on sizzling plates. And by
the 1990s I would hear about 
sisig fans making the trip 

FOOD TOUR

VINTAGE
KAPAMPANGAN
(Clockwise from
top) Angeles
City’s iconic Sto.
Rosario Church
or Pisambang
Maragul; Old
Nepo Mart’s
longanisa and
tocino vendors
back inside the
renovated, bigger
Nepo Center;
turron for sale
at Nepo Mart; a
favorite sorbetes
stop, Gill’s uses

combinations
of cheese, corn,
langka and
buko. Also try
their buko-
lychee sherbet
with a “secret”
ingredient! 
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from Manila to “Riles” (a.k.a.
Crossing) for a night of sisig
pulutan and beer.

While the conventional
Kapampangan sisig remained
eggless, sisig in Manila
appeared in various forms:
topped with raw egg,
sometimes with cracked pork
chicharon, or mixed with
mayonnaise. In Pampanga 

and elsewhere, no-pork
versions emerged, made with
chicken, milkfish, seafood,
tofu or or some other exotica.
The new millennium saw
sisig on pizza and as ready-
mix powder. Filipinos in the
United States adapted sisig
to their immigrant culture
and used it as filling for tacos,
burritos and nachos sold in 

food trucks. Back in Angeles
City where sizzling sisig
was born, the dish assumed
yet another form. In 2012, I
sampled it as a headcheese
cold cut inside a Vietnamese
sandwich prepared by chef
Rex Soriano at his then kiosk,
Banh Mi Take-Out. In 2013, I
saw chef Claude Tayag’s sisig
terrine in the soft opening
menu for DownTown Café.
Then in 2015, inspired by the
sisig matwa of Mila’s Tokwa’t
Baboy, Soriano served it
as terrine (forcemeat) at a
pop-up lunch at the Banh
Mi Vietnamese Eatery.
Later that same year, Tayag’s
“high-end pig’s-ears-in-aspic”
was added to Bale Dutung’s 
private dining menu.

There are about a
thousand eateries in Angeles,
from restaurants and
coffee shops, to canteens, 

carinderias and sidewalk
stalls, and many of these
carry their own adaptation
of sisig. Among them, where
can you find the best? The
following list is comprised
of eight carefully selected
hotspots that serve sisig,
with prices ranging from
P40 to P200 an order. All the
featured dishes use pork with
similar ingredients, but none
are exactly the same. Subtle
distinctions offer a peek into
each Kapampangan cook’s
individual approach to this
Pinoy food phenomenon.
Choose what suits your 
personal taste!

Mila’s Tokwa’t Baboy
A historic variety of sisig
hides in plain view inside
this 29-year-old carinderia
in downtown Angeles, close
to the boundary with San 

A LOCAL FAVORITE MILA’S TOKWA’T BABOY (Clockwise
from top left) Golden-crisp sisig goodness; 70 to 100
orders of Mila’s sizzling sisig cooked per day; dressing
the sisig with margarine for more sizzle; Mila’s 17th
century version of sisig mabuktut; boiled and chopped 
pork parts ready for frying; matriarch-in-charge 
Milagros Gomez 
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Fernando, Pampanga. The
octogenarian owner Milagros
Gomez might not be aware
that what she sells as “plain
sisig” is the closest modern
version to its 17th century
ancestor sisig mabuktut. This
sisig has been on her menu
since she opened the place
in 1987. This makes Mila’s an
ideal first stop for those who
are curious to experience an
“unadulterated” sisig. In my
experience, many visitors
introduced to this refreshing
vinaigrette-flavored version
of purely pork ears proclaim
their preference for this
over Mila’s better known
crispy sisig, which she started
serving around 1989. For
both types of sisig, she uses
meat from newly slaughtered
pigs sourced from the city’s
main public market in
Barangay Pampang. To make
the sisig sour, pork ears are
boiled until soft but skin
firm-to-the-bite and white 

cartilage lulugut (crunchy-
chewy). The ears are sliced
then served in a bowl of
sukang paombong (because it
is mild, says Mila) with salt,
patis, ground pepper, leeks
and siling labuyo. The more
popular crispy sisig is made
by deep-frying the boiled
meat to chicharon-crunch,
after which it’s chopped then
served on a sizzling plate. I
have seen how Mila wants
her customers to enjoy their
food while still hot and she
doesn’t like it when the
food gets cold. Once I told
her that our sisig arrived
“quietly,” meaning without
the smoke, and she replied,
“Kailangan mamasuk ya (It
should be served smoking
hot)—that is the standard.”

San Andres Street, San
Angelo Subdivision, Sto.
Domingo, Angeles City,
(045) 888-6727
Open Monday to Sunday 

7AM -10PM except 
holidays

Annie Bea Eatery
I used to think this place
was called Ana Bea until the
incorrectly-spelled signage
was replaced with “Annie
Bea.” Some locals call it
“Lukfu-lungbulu,” a play
on Barangay Pulungbulu
where it is located. Named
after the grandchild of
owner Belen Castaneda, the
bigger, garage-type eatery
opened about four years ago
after the sudden closure. It
originally existed along the
edge of MacArthur Highway
as the nameless but popular
Tindahan sa Kanto. Motorists
were familiar with the
sight of a lone cook busily
chopping sisig on a huge
wooden block along the
narrow side street, right next
to the wall of a bus depot,
open to the fumes of passing
jeepneys. Loyal fans didn’t 

mind, for they were happily
addicted to this deliciously
cheap version of sisig—a
moist and savory little pile
of browned pork hash with
dark, toasty bits on a tiny
saucer. This carinderia has
two menus, one for breakfast
where public utility drivers
and early risers enjoy lelut
(lugaw), pansit palabuk and
tidtad bituka. A daily lunch
menu consists of 12 dishes
including sisig, five kilos
of which are cooked every
15 minutes. And still, sisig
typically runs out by 2 o’clock
in the afternoon. Belen has
been using the same recipe
since she was 25 years old,
and she buys pork with more
meat than fat only from her
trusted suki at the Pampanga
public market. The pork is
boiled in a broth of secret
ingredients, grilled, chopped
then cooked with a little
butter, onion, and chicken
liver. If you can’t catch the 

BESTSELLING SISIG
(Clockwise from
left) The original
saud sisig from RQS
Grill (now known
as Bok’s Grill);
Annie Bea’s bigger
“tindahan sa kanto”
which enjoys a loyal
following among
local sisig fans; Belen
Castaneda of Annie
Bea with her cara-
beef specialty; Annie
Bea’s bestselling
sisig runs out by
2 o’clock in the 
afternoon
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Sisig
By Christine Nunag

Adapted from Kulinarya

Serves 6

1 kilo deboned pig’s head (jowls, cheek

and ears), cleaned and cut into 4

4 chicken livers

10 cups water

2 cups red cane vinegar

1 whole crushed garlic

1 tablespoon salt

1 tablespoon whole black peppercorns

6 tablespoons calamansi juice

patis, to taste

salt and pepper, to taste

siling

), to taste

butter (optional)

1. In a stockpot, place water, cane

vinegar, salt, peppercorns, chicken

livers and pig’s head pieces. Cover

stockpot and bring to a boil, then

immediately reduce to a simmer.

Continue to cook until meat is fork

tender but not too tender so ear

cartilage is still on the crunchy

side, about 45 minutes to 1 hour.

2. Drain meat from the stock 

and let it cool. Grill the pork and

chicken liver over charcoal until

skin becomes brown and crisp.

3. Chop the pork and chicken

livers into small cubes.

4. In a bowl, mix the calamansi

juice, patis, onions, salt, pepper and

chilies. Add patis to adjust the taste.

5. Heat the skillet to sizzling hot.

Put the meat mixture and cook

until meat becomes crispy. You can

add butter to the skillet so that

meat does not stick to the skillet.

6. Serve with calamansi halves

and chopped chilies on the side.

sisig, Annie Bea’s cara-beef
(buffalo meat) dishes such as
kaldereta and bistig are also 
good and tender.

2099 Jesus Street, Pulung
Bulu, Angeles City (near
MacArthur Highway),
(0916) 252-3126 (call to
order sisig by the tray)
Open Monday to Saturday:
breakfast 5:30AM-11AM,
lunch 12NN-5PM and 

Sunday 5:30AM-2PM,
closed on holidays and fiesta

Cely’s Carinderia
Serving authentic lutung
Kapampangan since 1970,
Cely’s is one of Pampanga’s
longest running carinderia, 
an institution with two
surviving branches in
Angeles City and San
Fernando. Like me, fans of
its original branch in the old 

Nepo Mart in Sto. Rosario
miss its familiar presence
in the now expanding
business complex. Like
them, I followed Cely’s to
its new home in Barangay
Cutcut, which opened in
November 2014, to satisfy
cravings for the traditional,
home-style kalderetang
baka, kilaying babi or
lagat itu. Kapampangan
cooking, however, is not 

just about lutung matwa
or old ways of cooking but
has a lot to do with creative
innovation. Sharing his
personal observation on
the evolutionary cycle of
sisig, as far as his family’s
carinderia is concerned,
Wilfredo Soriano, the
67-year-old husband of the
late Cely, narrates: “Until
the 1990s, sisig was mostly
eaten as pulutan by men. 
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A
very different kind
of sisig with a non-
Kapampangan name
emerged after the
sizzling craze. Saud,

to some, is technically not
sisig. Even the family who
brought it to town decided
to eventually drop the word
sisig from its name. But the
label stuck among fanatics,
with recipe versions turning
up in other places along with
related yet undocumented
sisig trivia. Urban stories
went something like the
ones shared by chef Froilan
Cruz: If it has pork cheeks
and alubebe (bagoong isda),
it’s called “paquito.” If it
uses bagoong alamang and
mangga, it becomes “babalu.”
I discovered saud sisig only
in 2011 in RQS Grill, the
same place where Cruz
and his friend, Alan Seibert
encountered it much earlier
on. Somewhat of a sisig
fanatic and inuman expert,
Seibert shared why he likes
saud: “It tastes like sisig but
with bigger chunks of meat 

Is Saud “Sisig”?
minus the liver taste. It’s like
fried pork with salad. It is
served on a platter to keep
the tomatoes fresh.” Seibert
believed that saud has Ilokano
origins. I returned to RQS
Grill, now called Bok’s Grill,
to find out more.

Fifteen years ago, Romeo
Q. Singian and his family
went on a vacation in
Pagudpud, Ilocos Norte. At a
resort, they were served a dish
that impressed them so much
that they replicated it at home
and gave it their own twist.
About five years later, they
opened RQS restaurant (using
Mr. Singian’s initials) and
soon became known for their
baby back ribs and saud sisig.
They named the dish after
a small place in Pagudpud.
To this day, they use liempo
instead of pig’s head. And like
the usual sisig, the pork belly
is boiled (“but not too soft,”
reminds Mrs. Flerida Singian),
grilled, sliced, sautéed and
served on a regular plate.
Young meat is used, along
with not too ripe tomatoes, 

crisp white onion and bird’s
eye chili. Simply salted, the
meat is tender and flavorfully
juicy. “The secret is in the
grilling,” Mrs. Singian reveals.
“Watch over it. Turn the pork
belly every now and then. Do
not leave it on the grill so that
it cooks evenly and does not
dry up.” Nothing about this
dish is remarkably sour or
citrusy, and it does taste a lot
like a refreshingly simple but
tasty salad. But if we look at
the familiar cooking method
used, how they stick to unripe
tomatoes as key ingredient
that goes hand in hand with
the usual sibuyas and siling
labuyo, and recall the social
aspect of pamanyisig, then
saud might just be sisig after 
all.

According to Mrs.
Singian, saud sisig became
popular 10 years ago at the
peak of the then newly
opened restaurant. However,
business slowed down due
to the subsequent closure
of the gates of the private
subdivision. Recently, they 

Saud Sisig
By Froilan Cruz

Serves 3 to 4

water, enough to cover meat 

2 stalks lemongrass,

crushed

3 cloves garlic, crushed

salt, to taste

1 teaspoon peppercorns

2 pandan leaves

1 star anise

5 tablespoons calamansi

juice, or to taste

siling

), sliced

4 tomatoes, cut medium dice

2 onions, cut medium dice

1 tablespoon rock salt, or to  

taste

crushed black pepper, to 

taste

1. Boil pork belly in water

with lemongrass, garlic,

salt, peppercorns, bay leaf,

and rest. Cut pork into

cubes. You may also use

regular lechong kawali

instead.

2. To make the sisig, mix

together the calamansi juice,

siling labuyo, tomatoes and

onions. Add the lechong

kawali. Season with salt and 

pepper.

FOOD TOUR

transferred the restaurant
ownership to their children,
and changed the name from
RQS to Bok’s, nickname
of their son Jeremy who is
married to daughter-in-law
Katherine who helps run the
business. At first glance, Bok’s
Grill’s al fresco, part-bahay-
kubo set up makes it seem
like a drinking place, but the
native tree house reveals a
wholesome family vibe.

Corner Guijo and Acacia
Streets, L&S Subdivision, Sto.
Domingo, Angeles City, (0915)
770-9883 or (0917) 827-2392
Open Tuesday to Sunday
5PM-10PM except holidays

Chef Froilan Cruz’s saud sisig
is available upon request at
Cioccolo Bistro, Royal Garden
Estate, Fil-Am Friendship
Highway, Angeles City,
Pampanga, (045) 624-5279
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Many women could not eat it because
they found it too spicy.” From there
they adjusted the recipe and now Cely’s
gender-friendly sisig recipe is served
two ways: as single order on a regular
plate or as a big, sharing portion on a
sizzling skillet. The latter, which comes
in a smoking heap of dark-brown
chopped head parts and liver glistening
in its welcome grease of pork fat
blending into butter, and some lechon-
esque goodness that sticks to the bottom
of the hot plate, offers a more satisfying
sisig experience. Cely’s return to the
new Nepo area is still unconfirmed,
but for now this branch, manned by
the first generation owners themselves,
remains. Meanwhile, the carinderia’s
bigger outlet in San Fernando, operated
by younger family members, serves the
same menu of Cely’s traditional lutong 
Kapampangan.

Fil-Am Friendship Highway
Extension, Cutcut, Angeles City, 

(0926) 853-8286
Open Monday to Sunday 7AM-8PM 
except holidays

Ting&LhynFastfood
Run by Teresita Marania and Aileen
Marania Bathan, Kapampangans
with Ilokano ancestry, Ting & Lhyn
is a canteen that has been selling
homecooked meals to the school crowd
and working class in downtown Sto.
Rosario since the early 1990s. Sisig is a
lunch staple among locals. According to
co-owner Aileen Marania, they use most
of the pig’s head, particularly the cheek,
ear and the tongue which are boiled
for about an hour in secret ingredients.
Chopped ears, fat and liver are sautéed
in local buttermilk. Sisig here is a
good-size mix of moist and crunchy,
charred meat and fat bits with just the
right amount of salt and spice. Joining
the familiar early lunch queue on my
last visit, I could see that the place, was
not as packed as before. For Aileen, the 

sudden opening of a big fast food chain
at the corner street, in what is now
known as the city’s heritage district, has
drawn a big chunk of customers away
from small canteens like theirs. Despite
this, Ting & Lhyn’s 12-viand spread
remains nutritiously inviting. Their
tokwa’t baboy, which comes with crisp,
bagnet-like lechon kawali is also popular
among the locals. It’s not served every
day, but you may call in advance to 
make a request.

815 Nepomuceno Street, Sto. Rosario,
Angeles City (behind Museo ning
Angeles), (0926) 867-9040 or (0920)
607-4659
Open Monday to Saturday 11AM-
2PM

Angeles Fried Chicken
Sixty-nine-year-old senior waiter
Romeo Reynales has been working in
the same American-period building
that housed Kentucky Fried Chicken 

HOME COOKING 
AT CELY’S
(Clockwise
from top left)
Lagat itu is a
quintessential
Kapampangan
dish; Lagat itu
is cooked in
vinegar and the
requisite tangle
of alagaw leaves
or fragrant
premna; Cely’s
relocated after
44 years while
its oldest branch
in barangay
Cutcut seats
approximately 
80

STREETSIDE SISIGS
(From top) Sisig made of
pork batok from Angeles
Fried Chicken; Ting &
Lhyn’s sisig on a saucer
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for 44 years. According
to him, in 1979, restaurant
ownership was turned over
to the Flores family who
changed the name to Angeles
Fried Chicken, locally
known as AFC. This city
old-timer, which remains
popular among families
and generations that grew
up with it, has an extensive
menu that goes beyond
chicken. AFC’s sizzling sisig
is one of the best in town.
Instead of pig’s head, they
use “all batok,” according to
dining and banquet catering
supervisor Federico David,
Jr. Their version is a piping-
hot plate of browned, tender
pork parts and darker lumps
of chicken liver to add some 

bite and charred-bitterness
to this spicy and not too
salty style of sisig. Not fond
of local buttermilk, I could
smell a lot of it along with
the smoke but the taste
disappears as the crackling
subsides and the mixture
begins to cool. Of course,
they also serve chicken sisig,
using chicken breast. Try and
compare!

1992 Marlim Boulevard,
Diamond Subdivision,
Balibago, Angeles City,
(045) 322-4448 or 625-7644
Open Monday to Sunday
9AM-12 midnight, except 
holidays

Mags Sisig
and Tokwa’t Baboy
If you like your sisig fast,
cheek-y with lots of pork
skin, Mags hits the spot. This
take-out hole-in-the-wall is
easy to miss, but the thick
smoke spreading out of the
long custom-griller by the
street side next to a burger
stand will lead you right to
it. Two men run the place.
One mixes the chopped
pork parts, onions and spices
in a big palanggana while
the other reheats to-go
orders in a non-stick pan
before tossing into a small
styro pack. Mags’ sisig is a
browned jumble of pork
chunks and savory mush, but
all the elements of salty, sour,

almost sweet and charcoal-
smoke are distributed evenly.
Eat while hot or it will turn
chewy. Mags is located on
a tight and high-traffic spot
along MacArthur Highway.
Best to park elsewhere and 
go on foot.

Corner of Apo Road and
MacArthur Highway, Sto.
Domingo, Angeles City
(across Chevalier School )
Open Monday to Sunday 
1PM-10PM

DownTown Café
It took a long time for many
Kapampangans to find out
that local and international
travelers in search of a
world-class Filipino dining
experience have been
making the pilgrimage to
the home of one creative
kabalen named Claude Tayag
since 1998. Even before food
tripping became a fad and
cuisine was recognized as
a viable tourism attraction,
Bale Dutung (house of
wood) was the kind of place
where foreigners leave with a
refined perspective about the
Philippines, and kababayans
come out of the half-day-
long lunch feeling prouder
to be Pinoy. Fortunately,
Claude and his wife Mary 

FOOD TOUR

CLAUDE TAYAG’S SISIG
CLASSICS (Clockwise
from top) DownTown
Cafe’s rock n’ roll and
Coca Cola theme;
DownTown’s sizzling
sisig; Bale Dutung’s sisig
terrine (photo by Claude 
Tayag)

Choose only one to

three sisig spots for a

day to avoid umay.

Pair sisig with a light

vegetable dish.

Take it easy on the rice.

Bring tea to drink hot in

between meals.

Take a walking tour

and/or go shopping in

between stops to

burn calories.

Keep in mind your

doctor’s advice:

everything in

moderation!

How to
best enjoy
your sisig tour
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Ann opened DownTown
Café to the public in 2013.
Except for some select items, 
the menu is expectedly
not the same as the more
upscale dishes offered in
BD’s private dining set-up.
But DownTown’s small plate
serving portions, the chef ’s
expertly restrained approach
to flavors and creative play
on food cultures kept to BD’s
dining tradition. For someone
like me who eats small
portions but likes to sample
different things at once, this
whimsical museum-cum-
diner destination was a
welcome change amidst this
generation’s bigger-better
lifestyle of eating. Today, one
does not need to wait long to
book and satisfy Bale Dutung
cravings such as the addicting
lechon taco with kimchi and
coriander sauce as well as
sizzling sisig, a good serving 
of perfectly seasoned,
delicately creamy, char-
grilled pork with red onions
and liver sauce. Pair this sisig
with pinakbet or gising-gising,
and while there, try the
miniature bringhe pizza and
flavorfully fork-tender pata
patita humba (petite pork
hocks). For dessert, indulge
in DownTown’s vintage ice
lollies extravagantly studded
with red mung beans or salad 
fruits.

Plaridel Street, Nepo Quad,
Sto. Rosario, Angeles City
Open Monday to Sunday 
10:30AM-11:30PM

Sisig has come a long
way with its cultural role
evolving from a simple sour
snack, as female food, male
pulutan to all-day ulam
or rice partner loved by
everyone. But whatever form
it takes, one thing remains:
sisig is always more fun to eat 
when shared.

The Angeles City Sisig Tour was
validated by UNESCO commissioner Prof.
Eric Zerrudo in 2012-2013 and presented
to an international audience as part
of Angeles City’s intangible cultural
heritage. For more information, visit 
www.christinenunag.com.

Sisig Loaf
By Jam Melchor

Serves 8

1/2 kilo cooked sisig

1 tablespoon salt

pepper

2 tablespoons sweet pickle relish

1/4 teaspoon grated garlic

1/3 cup panko (Japanese breadcrumbs)

1. Mix all the ingredients together. Take a

tablespoonful of mixture and fry to check taste.

You cannot adjust once the loaf goes into the

oven. Make adjustments as needed.

2. Pack the sisig mixture into a 9 x 4 x 4 1/2-

inch nonstick pan or line the sides and bottom 

with baking paper and butter.

3. Steam for 30 minutes. Then bake in a

preheated 325°F oven for 50 minutes until

brown.

4. Cool the loaf in the pan before removing,

otherwise it will break.

5. Loosen the edges, invert on a plate then

re-invert on a slicing board. Using a very sharp

knife, slice into 1-inch slices with a see-saw 

motion.

What’s next for sisig? Owner of Healthy Eats
Manila and Kapampangan chef Jam Melchor
reimagines it as a meat loaf. With sisig, there 
are endless cooking possibilities!
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FOOD Tastings
celebrated the season
with recipes to impress

A HAPPY
HOLIDAY 
AFFAIR

Photography by LUI JIMENEZ and KAREN GARCIA

F
OOD Tastings’ fourth and last leg for 2015, titled
Presents Perfect, brought together a crowd of 180+ food
enthusiasts to the Grand Atrium of the Shangri-La Plaza.
They were there to learn from five top culinary experts
who shared novel recipe ideas for the holiday table. Chef

Eugene Raymundo demonstrated Mad Man Meatloaf and
Cherry Walnut Fudge Brownies as holiday gift ideas using
GLAD products. Chef Nancy Dizon-Edralin cooked Seafood
Sotanghon Paella with Sapporo noodles. Raw food chef
Sonia Astudillo created her Raw Yogini Christmas Fruitcake
using a Moulinex food processor—no baking needed! Chef
Sau del Rosario wowed the crowd with his Chorizo Spinach
Mediterranean Penne made with gourmet ingredients from
Epicurious in Shangri-La Plaza. Finally, to celebrate FOOD
Magazine’s 20th anniversary, Chef Heny Sison recreated the
gorgeous two-tier anniversary cake on the cover of FOOD’s
20th Anniversary issue, using Magnolia Gold butter for her
Swiss buttercream frosting.

Participants were regaled with tastings of all the recipes
demonstrated, along with samplings of The Laughing Cow
products. FOOD Tastings was co-presented with Magnolia
Gold, and sponsored by GLAD, The Laughing Cow and
Moulinex. Visit FOOD Magazine on Facebook for details on 
the next FOOD Tastings event

EVENTS

PARTY DISHES (Clockwise from top) FOOD’s
20th anniversary cake on display; Chef Heny
Sison making buttercream; a large crowd
gathered at the Atrium of Shangri-La Plaza;
Mad Man Meatloaf and Cherry Walnut Fudge 
Brownies 
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Chorizo Spinach
Mediterranean Penne
By Sau del Rosario for Epicurious

Serves 4

2 tablespoons olive oil

6 tablespoons minced onions

4 tablespoons minced garlic

8 pieces chorizo de Bilbao

4 cups tomato concassé

1/4 cup red wine

200 grams penne, cooked

according to package   

instructions

1 cup spinach

basil leaves

1/4 cup Parmesan cheese

black olives

1/4 cup cream

salt and pepper, to taste

1. In a hot saucepan with olive oil,
sauté onions and garlic until soft
and translucent. Add chorizo and
render its fat.
2. Add the tomato concassé and
red wine, and simmer for 3 to 5
minutes.
3. Add cooked penne and toss for a
few minutes, followed by spinach
and basil. Add olives and Parmesan 
cheese. Season with salt and 
pepper. 

Chunky Cherry-Walnut Fudge
By Eugene Raymundo for GLAD

Makes about 16 to 20 bars

3/4 cup butter

3/4 cup cocoa powder

1 1/2 cups sugar

4 eggs

1/2 teaspoon salt

1/2 cup chopped dark chocolate

1 cup maraschino cherries, quartered

1/2 cup chopped walnuts

1. Preheat oven to 325ºF.
2. Line an 8 x 8-inch brownie pan with
GLAD Cook ‘n’ Bake.
3. Melt butter over medium heat in
a saucepan. Add cocoa powder and
sugar and cook until cocoa powder is
dissolved.
4. Remove from heat and whisk in

Fold in half of the cherries, chocolate
and nuts. Pour into prepared pan.
5. Top with remaining add-ons and
bake in preheated oven for 45 minutes. 
Let cool and chill before slicing.

HOLIDAY COOKING
(Clockwise from top
left) A sampling of The
Laughing Cow products:
Chef Sonia Astudillo
on stage; Raw Yogini
Christmas Fruitcake;
Chef Nancy Dizon-
Edralin cooking with
a volunteer; Seafood
Sotanghon Paella;
Chef Sau del Rosario
demonstrating his pasta 
recipe 
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EVENTS

There is no one
single Filipino
cuisine. Instead,
the regional
cuisines have
their own distinct
personalities and
flavors. Not well
known is the
food of Palawan,
whose unique
culinary traditions
were explored
during “Puerto
Princesa Cuisine:
A Creative
Encounter,” an
event organized
by the Mama Sita
Foundation in
collaboration with Ateneo de Manila University and Alab Restaurant.
According to Dr. Fernando Zialcita of Ateneo’s Cultural Heritage
Studies Program, Palawan’s rich culinary heritage is divided into three
strands: the Tagbanua’s forest food that emphasizes seasonal ingredients;
a Palawan-Vietnamese cuisine influenced by Vietnamese immigrants;
and the Cuyunon’s love for fresh seafood and minimal use of seasoning.
Known for championing regional cuisines, Chef Myke “Tatung” Sarthou 
created a dinner of Palawan specialties, including a do-it-yourself
kinilaw and a Palawenyo sour soup called lauya. The Mama Sita
Foundation promotes awareness about our culinary heritage through an
annual food writing competition, Mga Kwentong Pagkain. For more 
information, visit www.msita.com

Chef Mauro Colagreco, the celebrated
chef from two-Michelin star Mirazur,
created a limited engagement Four
Hands Dinner at The Tasting Room,
City of Dreams Manila. The fabulous
six-course dinner was prepared in
collaboration with chef de cuisine
William Mahi, who also worked at the
Michelin-starred Spondi in Athens.
The menu reflected Chef Mauro’s
Argentinean influences, especially in
the Corn Textura with egg, farofa (toasted cassava), polenta and truffle;
and the Naranjo en Flor served with mousseline, saffron, milk, almonds,
espuma, sorbet and orange. Chef William added his signature creations:
Wild Salmon Trout with oyster leaves, sea urchin, foam and mussels;
and Lollipop, a chocolate ganache, taraniva, passion fruit and lemon.
The dinner was limited to 50 guests a night, with wine pairings. For
more information about the special dinners at The Tasting Room, City of 
Dreams, call (02) 800-8080

THE FLAVORS OF
PALAWAN AT ALAB

A TWO-MICHELIN
STARRED CHEF
HOLDS COURT AT
THE TASTING ROOM

A CELEBRATION 
OF PHILIPPINE 
CULINARY
HERITAGE
Lovers of Filipino food, from chefs and food
writers, to advocates and other stakeholders
converged for the gala night heralding the newly
founded Philippine Culinary Heritage Movement
(PCHM) at the National Museum. The group
supports heirloom Filipino products and dishes
through various projects and advocacies. A buffet
of delectable Filipino dishes were provided by
purveyors such as Via Mare, Tinapayan, Aristocrat,
Nana Meng Tsokolate, Cerchio, Deep Dips,
Wooden Spoon, General’s Lechon, Pepita’s Lechon,
Asiong’s of Cavite and Mama Sita. Drinks were
provided by Commune and Destileria Limtuaco.
The well-attended event included esteemed guests
Felipe de Leon of the NCCA, DA Undersecretary 
Berna Puyat and Glenda Barretto. To join
PCHM, email philippineculinaryheritage@
gmail.com or visit Philippine Culinary Heritage 
Movement on Facebook

Served at the dinner: a DIY kinilaw
representing the Cuyunon’s love 
of the sea
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With the aim of establishing world-class
culinary education in the Philippines,
the Center for Culinary Arts (CCA,
Manila) and the Institut Culinaire
Disciples Escoffier (ICDE) of Hong
Kong have entered a groundbreaking
academic partnership that will pioneer
classic French Cuisine training in the
country starting early next year at CCA’s
new campus in BGC. ICDE will be
bringing in three of its chef-instructors
and will handle all culinary classes and
programs related to French cuisine,
starting with the Disciples Escoffier
Diploma in Culinary Arts, a six-month
program that could be expanded with
shorter courses in French Cuisine for
amateurs and professionals. To learn
more, call CCA, Manila, (02) 426-4820 
or visit www.cca-manila.edu.ph

After a three-month search, Unilever Food Solutions (UFS)
Philippines crowned two winners of the first ever Lady’s Choice
Real Chef Challenge, a competition that challenges cooks and chefs
across the Philippines to create innovative new dishes using Lady’s
Choice Real Mayonnaise. Out of 25 chef finalists, Chef Demerlito
Tulaylay from Best Western Hotel La Corona Manila won the Salad
& Sandwich Combo category with his Bulgogi Sandwich and Kim
Caesar Salad innovation. Chef Ronquillo of Hotel La Corona de Lipa
nailed the judges’ tastebuds with his Roasted Pork Belly with Spicy
Laing Filling for the Hot Dish category. Both highlighted Lady’s
Choice Real Mayonnaise, which is made of real ingredients that help
enhance the flavor of dishes, making them richer. To learn more, 
visit www.ufs.com

Called Maysa a Rabii nga Napekpek 
to Ragsak (Isang Gabi Puno ng
Kasiyahan), the evening held at
Victorino’s was indeed a happy
celebration of two proudly Ilocano
products. Ilocos Sur Vice Governor
DV Savellano and Chef Heny Sison
launched Naimas!: The Food Heritage
of Ilocos Sur, a beautiful new book on
the culinary heritage of Ilocos Sur, with
photos by Neal Oshima. (See page 23
for more details.)

Destileria Limtuaco also launched
its new line of Philippine craft
spirits, in collaboration with the local
governments of Ilocos Sur and Ilocos
Norte. Guests enjoyed free flowing
cocktails featuring these three products.
Vigan Philippine Sugarcane Wine
(Basi) is inspired by traditional basi, a
fermented sugarcane juice blended with

native herbs. Dragon Fire Dragon Fruit
Wine uses dragon fruit from Ilocos
Norte to create this vibrant magenta
colored wine that offers a subtle flavor,
and loads of health benefits. Imeldifique
Cooking Wine uses sorghum spirit,
infused with native garlic, onions and
salt from Ilocos Norte to achieve that
familiar ginisa flavor.

Alongside the drinks, Chef Heny
Sison and Queenie Paras of Victorino’s
prepared a feast of Ilocano specialties
like sinuglaw, bagnet, pinakbet, poqui
poqui, utong, among many other dishes,
showcasing Victorino’s Ilocano menu. 

Destileria Limtuaco products are
available at SM Kultura, Tesoro’s,
Unimart, Cash & Carry, Landmark,
Robinson’s, Rustan’s Department Store, 
Shopwise, and other supermarkets 

CCA, Manila signs up
with prestigious French 
culinary school

Unilever Food
Solutions Philippines 
hails its first-
ever Real Chefs

A Night of Ilocano Food and Drink
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TheChefAdvocate
On Waya Araos-Wijangco as chef and social entrepreneur, and her globally 

inspired restaurant-laboratory, The Gourmet Gypsy Art Café 

A
t the Gourmet Gypsy
Art Café, everything
has a story—from
the menu to the staff
and, of course, its

chef owner, Waya Araos-
Wijangco.

We were first introduced
to Chef Waya’s food at Kiss
The Cook Café in 2009, one
of the first establishments to
line the popular restaurant
row at Maginhawa Street
in Quezon City. Even then,
her flair for globally inspired
flavors was already quite
evident. Now it’s come to
fruition in Gourmet Gypsy
Art Café, her lovely, artsy
new restaurant on Roces
Avenue, where her dishes
speak of her many travels
and adventures around the 
world.

Combining her
passions for food and social
development, Chef Waya
has made this restaurant
into more than just another
place to eat good food: it’s
also where young adults with
special needs like autism and
ADHD train as chefs, waiters
and administrative assistants. 
This is in collaboration
with Open Hand School
for Applied Arts, her
vocational school that has
the same aim, namely to
prepare its students for
actual employment in the
real world. Here, job coaches
match the students’ strengths
(for example, a knack for
order and organization)
to the kind of work that’ll
suit them best. Among
the several students who
currently train at the café, 

they’re making a genuine
contribution to society. Soon,
they’ll go on to work in other
places that recognize their
capabilities, like the Mango
Tree group, one of the first
restaurants to partner with
Chef Waya.

Chef Waya believes that
these transitional training
grounds for those with
special needs are absolutely 

one is a prep cook who
takes care of all the kitchen’s
mise en place; the other is
Chef Waya’s administrative
assistant, who is in charge
of keeping the restaurant’s
books. Having a real sense of
responsibility has encouraged
them to grow and flourish,
so they’re now better able to
interact with others. Most
importantly, they know that 

necessary. “It needs to be
done,” she says, “because
work is a human right,
and those of us in the food
industry, or those who
provide employment have
to help ensure that they are 
also given that right.”

Gourmet Gypsy Art Café,
25 A. Roces Avenue, Quezon 
City, (02) 662-0880

By GINNY MATA

Photography by PAULO VALENZUELA

Chef Waya at her restaurant which

She shares her recipes in this issue’s
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